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INTRODUCTION

Call For Papers!

We seek examples of discipline, ﬁeld-speciﬁc and workplace writing for the
fourth issue of the journal to be published in the summer/fall 2008. Faculty in
all disciplines, professionl and/or certiﬁcate and workplace programs across
the college are invited to submit student writing.
Students who would like to submit some writing should let their instructor
know of their interest. The student would then revise and edit their work under
the guidance of their instructor. The instructor makes all submissions.
Submissions must be submitted electronically in WORD. All submissions
must be accompanied by two other documents: (1) an information
sheet provided by the journal and ﬁlled out by the instructor; and (2)
the faculty member’s introductory paragraph. This brief paragraph
must include the name and number of the course and most important,
an explanation of how the submission reﬂects a kind of writing, and/
or writing skills important in a particular discipline, ﬁeld or profession.
Email submissions and questions to MC Writing Across the
Curriculum Initiate c/o: Martina Kusi-Mensah at martina.kusimensah@nhmccd.edu, MC Dept of English, ofﬁce E209j

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS: MAY 15, 2008
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ENGLISH

THE HARD WORK
AND “SWEAT” OF
DELIA JONES
BY D’ARTAGNAN
BEBEL

D’Artagnan Bebel’s essay employs the literary critical
method of Feminism in his essay about Hurston’s
“Sweat.” Being able to analyse a reading through
a critical lens is crucial to interpreting a text, for
different lenses reveal aspects and meanings of a text
that would not have otherwise been revealed. Bebel’s
essay explores the reading through the Feminist
lens with detail and precision, supplying support
and examples to help readers understand why this
reading is a feminist piece. This is a belief that many
readers may not hold if they are not familiar with the
Feminist perspective, literary criticism, or this method
for interpreting a text. From Bebel’s essay, a reader
can learn some of the basic principles underlying the
Feminist lens, as well as the result of applying that
lens placed to a speciﬁc text.
Paullett Golden

The two key political platforms for feminists are the social
and economic equality of men and women. Zora Neal Hurston
presents these platforms in her short story, “Sweat.” The main
character of the story, Delia Jones, exhibits traits that support
feminists’ arguments for women’s rights and equality. Delia
ﬁnds strength from within despite the horribly abusive treatment
that she endures from her husband, Sykes. This problematic
relationship is the centre of the story that exempliﬁes feminists’
views.
The ﬁrst platform of a feminist is the equal role that men and
women should have in the working society and economy. These
ideas are commonly reﬂected through Delia Jones. Delia, the
bread winner of the house, works to support herself as well as
her husband. “Mah tub of suds is ﬁlled yo’ belly with vittles more
times than yo’ hands is ﬁlled it. Mah sweat is done paid for this
house and Ah reckon Ah kin keep on sweatin’ in it.” Through
hard work, Delia has made a living for herself and her husband,
Sykes. The work Delia performs as a wash woman is very labour
intensive. She does the dirty work that no one else is willing to
do without hesitation or complaint. Delia is not disheartened
by her circumstances and always completes her work on time.
“Hot or col, rain or shine, jes ez reglar ez de weeks roll roun Delai
WRITING ACROSS THE CURRICULUM
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SHORT STORY ANALYSIS
carries ‘em fetches em on Saturday.” Delia has never missed
a drop-off or pick-up for any reason. Doing her hard work
without complaint further demonstrates the ideas of feminists.
Complaint-less determination is what makes Delia strong.
“Sweat, sweat, sweat! Work and sweat, cry and sweat, pray and
sweat!” Delia’s life resolves around the hard work she puts into
everything she does. Her actions support feminists’ beliefs that
any woman can work hard, achieve success and even support a
man. Hurston has created a character that is economically free
of her husband or any other outside support. Delia Jones reﬂects
the feminist platform of economic equivalency.
The second fundamental belief of a feminist is that all people
are social equals and there should be no inequity in the amount
of respect that a person receives. In “Sweat” there are two
types of treatment that Delia receives. By the townspeople, she
is well liked and a respected member of the community. Walter
says, “Ah’d uh married huh mahseff if he hadnter beat me to it.”
Sykes, on the other hand, uses Delia for her money, and treats
her inhumanely and disrespectfully. Delia takes an aggressive
stand and defends herself throughout the story. “Delia’s habitual
meekness seemed to slip from her shoulders like a blown scarf...
defying the strapping hulk before her.” Her character changes
from allowing Sykes to abuse her to defending herself and
demanding the respect that she deserves. “She seized the iron
skillet from the stove and struck a defensive pose, which act
surprised him greatly, coming from her. It cowed him and he did
not strike her as he usually did.” Delia’s action reﬂect feminists’
ideas that women should be treated with respect. She becomes
a stronger person by standing up for herself and the experience
is fulﬁlling.
Later when Sykes returns, Delia had “A triumphant indifference
to all that he was or did.” Having taken large steps to social
equality, Sykes can never again hurt her. “Delia is a character
to be idolized as a successful escape from social inequities and
reﬂects the themes of the feminist movement.
The ending of the short story continues to reﬂect feminist
attitudes of social equality and even superiority for women.
Sykes’ death is symbolic of the rebirth and transformation of
VOLUME III: FALL 2007
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ENGLISH
Delia into a woman free of the chains brought by men. It is the
conclusion to the story that will push Delia into a new standing
in life. She has the economic success and social respect to
rejoin society as an independent woman. His death starts her
beginning as a woman free of a tyrannical husband. She is
the successful woman that all should strive to be according to
feminists.
Containing evidence that supports both platforms—social
and economic equality—Delia Jones could be the symbol of the
feminist movement of the early 1900s. Feminists want all women
to strive to be like Delia who has successfully escaped the
prejudices of the normal world. Feminists picture Delia Jones as
a victorious example of what a triumphant woman’s life should
be. A strong, determined and tenacious worker, Delia Jones has
found the true freedoms of the feminist platform and will live a
prosperous life.
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POETRY EXPLICATION
Composition and Rhetoric II, ENGL. 1302:
Twyla Harvey’s essay, “These Pictures of You”,
demonstrates the technique of poetry explication, a
task common in upper level courses and graduate
studies. Poetry explication is a type of reading
analysis and interpretation used to describe the
possible meanings and relationships of words,
images, and other units that make up a poem. By
writing an explication a person can connect a poem’s
plot and conﬂicts with its structural features. Harvey
explicates Plath’s poem “Daddy” to not only better
understand the meaning of the poem through its
presentation and structure, but also to learn the other
potential meanings of the poem based on Plath’s life
and references to it within the poem. One of the most
impressive aspects of Harvey’s essay is that she
looks at a popular poem in a way few to none have
seen it. Her inclusion of resources helped sculpt her
own interpretation of the poem, but they in no way
inﬂuenced her view of its meaning.
Paullett Golden

These Pictures of
You
BY TWYLA HARVEY

In Sylvia Plath’s poem “Daddy,” the poet tells of her anger and
struggles with her father’s death through the use of metaphors,
by telling the reader of the feelings of childhood abandonment
from his death and her later abandonment from her husband
leaving her for another woman. The two male ﬁgures seem to
be the same man at ﬁrst, but after the poet was faced with her
husband’s betrayal, her God-like image of her father changed—
leaving her to feel there is no good left to be found.
The poem begins: “You do not do, you do not do / Any more,
black shoe / In which I have lived like a foot / For thirty years,
poor and white, ... / Daddy, I have had to kill you” (Plath 1222).
The “black shoe” represents the feelings of never having the
chance to know her father before he died and the feelings of
abandonment after his death. She felt that she had “lived like
the foot” inside of the “black shoe,” meaning for thirty years she
lived with anger and depression. As a result, she turned “poor
and white” as if all of the life had been taken from her—she
could not escape from her father’s memory. She felt trapped
and depressed and the only way she could escape and start to
live her life would be to kill her God-like image she had of her
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ENGLISH
father.
The poet writes of her feelings toward her father after his
death: “You died before I had time— / Marble-heavy, a bag full
of God, / Ghastly statue with one gray toe” (Plath 1223). She
begins to tell how she saw her father as God-like and a “Ghastly
statue.” Many little girls put their fathers on a pedestal and see
them as invincible, but before Plath could get to really know her
father he passed away a few days before her eighth birthday.
She yearned to go back and have more time with him so that
she could see who he really was. Brenda Mondragon explains
in further detail what led to her father, Otto Plath’s, death:
In the late 1930s, Otto became increasingly ill and was
convinced of his self-diagnosis of lung cancer. He refused
to seek medical care due to the lack of a cure or effective
treatment at that time. In 1940 Otto was forced to see a doctor
for an infection in his foot. The doctor diagnosed the illness
Otto had been suffering from as not cancer, but diabetes—and
now so advanced that it threatened his life. Otto’s leg had to
be amputated in October after he developed gangrene, and he
spent the rest of his days in the hospital declining rapidly (1).
If diabetes is not diagnosed by a physician and treatment is
not sought, it can be very dangerous, and one of the effects is
gangrene, thus resulting in amputation. She writes about “one
grey toe.” The grey in this case is associated with disease and
death, resulting in the loss of her father. She blames him for
his early death because of his stubborn refusal to see a doctor
and get treatment early on. She felt that if he had received early
treatment, he would not have died and she would have had more
time to get to know him for the man he really was.
Plath grew up in Massachusetts along the Atlantic Ocean and
writes about the ocean in many of her poems: “And a head in
the freakish Atlantic/ Where it pours bean green over blue/ In the
waters off beautiful Nauset. / I used to pray to you” (Plath 1223).
The beach mentioned in this poem is called “Nauset” which is
located on Cape Cod where her family lived during the time of
her father’s death. In this particular poem she mentions “freakish
Atlantic” meaning unpredictable. Her father’s death and the
ocean are closely related in this poem. Her father’s death was
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POETRY EXPLICATION
very unpredictable and left the poet brokenhearted and since
she lived by the Atlantic Ocean during this time, she compared
these two as being the same. She prayed for her father’s return,
because his exit was so unexpected and premature that she
could not seem to end her mourning for him. She felt that she
needed him and could not move on.
The poet never had a chance to really know her father and
she constantly tried to understand what he may have been like,
but all she could do is use stereotypes: “In the German tongue,
in the Polish town / Scraped ﬂat by the roller / Of wars, wars,
wars. / But the name of the town is common” (Plath 1223). Her
father “was of German descent, having emigrated from Grabow,
in the Polish Corridor, when he was 15” (Hall 1). His family
then immigrated to America. Her father spoke “In the German
tongue” and he grew up “in the Polish town.” He was in America
during World War II, but Plath relates the Holocaust with her
father’s hometown and how the city had been “scraped ﬂat by
the roller” of the Germans and the “wars, wars, wars” that haunt
the town’s image forever for the Jews. She is trying to sort out
her emotions concerning her father’s ethnic race, and it is easy
for young people to assume that if one German was a “Nazi”
they all must be. They do not understand the individuality of
each person at such a young age.
Her father would not let her get close to him, constantly
pushing his family away and pulling his career and hobbies
closer to him: “So I never could tell where you / Put your foot,
your root, / I never could talk to you. / The tongue stuck in my
jaw” (Plath 1223). She did not know what made him who he was
and did not know what he stood for. “[F]or the ﬁrst four years of
Sylvia’s life he devoted much time to scholarly writing, excluding
nearly any possibility for social life” (Hall 2). This created a great
barrier between her father and herself. She was young and
wanted her father’s attention and approval, but was not given
the time of day. Her father lived “by the principles of discipline
and order” (Hall 2). He believed that the man was the head of
the household and everyone who lived in his house would obey
his every word, thus shutting his daughter out. The poet felt
that she could not talk to him because he was so closed up and
VOLUME III: FALL 2007
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ENGLISH
proper. She was left feeling as if her “tongue” was “stuck” in her
“jaw,” meaning words were hardly exchanged between the two.
Due to Plath not being able to talk to her father, she had to
draw her own conclusions about him even before his death: “I
could hardly speak. / I thought every German was you. / And
the language obscene / An engine, an engine / Chufﬁng me off
like a Jew” (Plath 1223). She writes of how she thought “every
German was you,” meaning she thought he shared the same
characteristics as the Nazi because she did not know any better.
She mentioned her father’s language—German—being like an
“engine” and it “chufﬁng” her away “like a Jew.” She felt his
theory of being the man of the household pushed her away and
made her feel alienated and unwanted, just as the Jews felt
during World War II, thus making her feel “like a Jew.”
The poet then starts to realize that after holding her father up
on a pedestal, he might not have been the man she thought he
was: “Not God but a swastika / So black no sky could squeak
through. / Every woman adores a Fascist, / The boot in the face,
the brute / Brute heart of a brute like you” (Plath 1224). By
stating that he is “not God but a swastika,” she is implying that
he is not God-like as she had thought as a child, but more like a
Nazi--a Nazi who made her feel like a Jew. He is the reason that
her world crushed her and left her abandoned and angry. Many
little girls grow up and marry a man who is much like their father.
They unconsciously look for those same characteristics and
attitudes that their fathers have. The poet explained this when
writing about her father, stating “every woman adores a Fascist,”
and also saying “brute heart of a brute like you.” She was saying
that she wanted a man who was like her father even though she
felt that he was brutal, crude, and an insensitive person. She
could not help but long for a replacement to ﬁll the hole that her
father left inside of her.
Her father’s occupation before his death was the only other
thing that the poet knew about him, besides being of German
descent: “You stand at the blackboard, daddy, / In the picture I
have of you” (Plath 1224). Mentioned earlier was the fact that her
father wrote “scholarly writings” and as she mentions here in the
poem he was also a professor. According to Caroline Hall, the
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POETRY EXPLICATION
poet’s father was “a professor of biology and German at Boston
University” (1). He spent most of his time being a professor and
writing, which is why she wrote “in all the pictures I have of you”
he was standing “at the blackboard.” She does not have any
other memories of him except those as a professor.
Losing a parent can be a traumatic experience in anyone’s
life, but for a young child, it is harder for them to understand:
“Any less the black man who / Bit my pretty red heart in two. / I
was ten when they buried you. / At twenty I tried to die / And get
back, back, back to you. / I thought even the bones would do. /
But they pulled me out of the sack, / And they stuck me together
with glue” (Plath 1224). She mentions her dad being “the black
man” who ripped her heart into pieces. She never has been able
to get over his death and has constantly fought with depression
and thoughts of death. Her father actually died when she was
eight, but she mentioned in this part of the poem that “I was
ten when they buried you.” Her family moved two years after
the death of her father, and for her that symbolized her family’s
attempt to move on with their lives, but she was never able to
move on. Since she was unable to get over her father’s death,
she tried to kill herself at the age of twenty. She wanted to be
dead with him, if he could not be alive with her. She was willing
to do anything, even end her own life by “leaving a note saying
that she had gone for a walk. Sylvia crawled under her house
and swallowed a large number of sleeping pills. Three days later
she was discovered there and rushed to the hospital” (Hall 6). At
the hospital, they attempted to help her get over her depression
which she states as “they pulled me out of the sack” which was
under the house where she tried to die. Then “they stuck me
together with glue” symbolizing their attempt to make her better
and help her to be able to move on without thoughts of suicide.
After getting out of the hospital, she had a new goal: “I then
knew what to do. / I made a model of you, . . . / And I said I do,
I do” (Plath 1224). She would ﬁnd a man who she thought was
a model of her father. This again reinforces the idea that women
grow up and marry men who are much like their own fathers, but
since she did not know her father, she would have to go on what
she thought her father was like. She married “a man in black,”
VOLUME III: FALL 2007
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ENGLISH
meaning she picked a man to be her husband who reminded her
of her father—cold, deceptive, and expected to be known as
“the man of the house.”
She began to realize that she had married a man who was
deceitful, and she decided to give up: “So daddy, I’m ﬁnally
through. / The black telephone’s off at the root, / The voices just
can’t worm through” (Plath 1224). She was ﬁnished looking for
the good in people. She could see only the bad, which was the
black telephone, and the good which could not get through.
She had changed the way she perceived people. Instead of
seeing the good in people, all she now saw was the bad, which
left her to feel alone and isolated from the world—leading her
into a deep depression.
The poet discovered that her husband had been cheating
on her, which left her to feel abandoned and betrayed, just as
she felt after the death of her father: “If I’ve killed one man, I’ve
killed two— / The vampire who said he was you / And drank my
blood for a year, / Seven years, if you want to know. / Daddy,
you can lie back now” (Plath 1224). She felt that if she “killed
one” then she has “killed two,” meaning she killed the image
of her husband as being good and if he was a “model” of her
father, then she had killed the good image of her father as well.
When she wrote about the “vampire” who “drank my blood for
a year” and she mentioned the “seven years” she is referring to
her husband as the vampire sucking the life out of her after she
found out about his affair. They were married for seven years,
but during the last year they were separated, and he was living
with his mistress. She felt betrayed and abandoned as she did
when her father had left her many years before. In the poem,
she told her father that he could “lie back down now” after
talking about her deceitful husband, because she had convinced
herself that there was no good to be found in anyone and she is
“through” looking, and she had given up.
She had been trying to believe that her father was still God-like
and her husband good, but after her husband betrayed her, she
lost hope in ﬁnding good in anybody. She was tired of feeling
used and angry: “There is a stake in your fat black heart / And
the villagers never liked you. / They are dancing and stamping
on you. / They always knew it was you. / Daddy, daddy, you
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POETRY EXPLICATION
bastard, I’m through” (Plath 1224). When she mentioned the
“stake in your fat black heart” she was saying that she was going
to put an end to the evil inﬂuence of the men in her life—she
could not continue living that way. She knew that in her mind,
“the villagers” always knew there was not a perfect person or a
truly honest person. The only thing she could think of was the
pain and abandonment that her father and husband had caused
her. In the very last line of the poem, she is addressing both
her father and her husband and stating that she was done with
everything in life, and to be truly through with it all—she must
die. “She wrote ‘Daddy’ on 12 October 1962, four months
before her suicide, ﬁfteen days before her thirtieth birthday, on
the twentieth anniversary of her father’s leg amputation and on
the day she learned that Ted Hughes, the alleged “vampire”
who drank her blood for seven years had agreed to a divorce”
(Platizky).
In Sylvia Plath’s poem, “Daddy,” the poet shows intense anger
about her feelings of childhood abandonment after her father’s
death and her later abandonment from her husband leaving her
for another woman. The two male ﬁgures seem to be the same
man at ﬁrst, but after the poet was faced with her husband’s
betrayal, her God-like image of her father changed—leading her
to be “through” looking for good in life and ending her pain by
killing herself four months after she wrote this poem.
Wo r k s C i t e d
Hall, Caroline King Barnard. Sylvia Plath, Revised. New York: Twayne Publishers, 1998. Mondragon,
Brenda. “Sylvia Plath.” Neurotic Poets. May 2005. 6 Aug 2006 <http://www.neurotic poets.com/plath/>.
Plath, Sylvia. “Daddy.” Literature: An Introduction to Fiction, Poetry and Drama. Ed. X.
J. Kennedy and Dana Gioia. 9th ed. New York: Longman, 2005. 1222-24.
Platizky, Roger, “Plath’s Daddy.” Explicator 55 (Winter 1997): 105. 3 Aug 2006
<http://search.epnet.com.ezproxy.nhmccd.edu/login.aspx?direct=true &db=aph&an=9704174543>.
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Formal Letter
BY TORI CEDZIDLO,
DANIEL PATE, AND
JEREMY GRACE
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For the formal letter assignment in Technical
Communications 2311, students were to write a
formal letter regarding the same topic discussed in
both their proposal and ﬁnal report. Formal letters
are important aspects of communication within
the business world, as they are often the means of
communicating in writing with outside companies
and clients. Each letter represents the company,
so it is imperative that the letter be clear, concise,
and formatted to reach the speciﬁc audience. Tori
Cedzidlo, Daniel Pate, and Jeremy Grace worked
together to write this letter as a component to their
proposal and ﬁnal report. The letter incorporates
a letterhead with company logo for a professional
look, uses bullets and white space for readability
and easy reference for the reader, has a direct tone
and organization that presents the purpose of the
letter and explains the importance of the letter
without delay. It repeats the contact information in
the conclusion to offer an additional place for the
reader to identify modes of contact, and closes with
an impressive signature that includes degree and title
with the name.
Paullett Golden
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Going to College
Does Not Always
Help a Person
Become More
Successful
BY JEFF CUEVAS

The ENGL 0305 Developmental Reading course
focuses not only on reading comprehension, but also
on critical thinking about what has been read and the
topic at hand. In-class discussions and journal writing
are thus integral parts of the class, as they encourage
students to think critically about what they have
read and discussed, and how the students might
respond to the topic. Becoming an independent,
critical reader is not simply about understanding what
is read. An independent, critical reader will have a
response, a thought of some kind about the content
or subject of what is read. Such thoughts lead to
scholarly researchers and analyzers. Jeff Cuevas’
writing is a journal response that he was able to use
in both his 0305 and his 0307 courses. This journal
writing shows the raw thoughts of a critical thinker
responding to a text. Journals are an important
aspect to critical thinking since they allow writers
to jot down immediate ideas and responses prior,
during, and after researching and discussing the
topic in a reading. Cuevas’ journal entry is a prime
example of what is expected from a reading log
since he explores his thoughts and feelings about the
topic presented in the reading, and most importantly,
explains his reasoning, provides examples, and
supports his beliefs. It is these additions to his
personal exploration that bring quality to the journal;
for they will ultimately offer research ideas and
possible claims should he choose to turn this into a
research paper or presentation.
Paullett Golden

Some people truly believe that obtaining a degree from a
college will make them more successful in life; I disagree. There
is more to being successful than just having a degree: ambition,
drive, intelligence, and the ability to overcome obstacles all
play an important role in success. Too many people think that
just going to college will enhance their life and that their life will
magically become what they have dreamt of from childhood.
Having the right ambition is very important. Without ambition
a person could not act for the betterment of his/her company.
Being ambitious will help a person become more proactive in
the company and assist with new ideas on which the company
can proﬁt. Having the right drive to succeed is also an important
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piece of the success puzzle. With drive, a person will be able
to overcome the low spots in a career. Drive will help ambitions
become reality, and if that reality is not what the company wants,
drive will not let a person give up, but help a person come up
with another idea that the company may want.
Having intelligence is a given in any career ﬁeld; however, not
all employees display it. Being intelligent will assist in ambitions
by making the right choices regarding ideas. Intelligence
comes in many forms, as one can be intelligent from an
academic standpoint or from personal studies through books
read about certain subjects. Moreover, on the job intelligence
is very important and some say even more so than academic
intelligence or personal research. Being able to do the job
by understanding what is required is as important as having
a college degree in that same ﬁeld. Simply studying about
that ﬁeld will not guarantee success. Think about doctors, for
example, who must perform three years of residency before
being licensed to practice. This is on the job intelligence.
The ability to overcome obstacles in a job is also a ﬁne point
to success. One must be able to handle the stress of day-today operations of the company. Without the ability to handle and
overcome the obstacles, the ambitions, drive, and intelligence
would either suffer or fail, thus no success. Again, doctors may
be used as an example, as doctors see death every day and
must be able to deal with that. A doctor may also make a bad
call or decision, causing the early death of a patient. The ability
to overcome all obstacles and handle stress is paramount in any
ﬁeld so individuals must be sure to have a way to deal with it
and overcome.
Some persons will say that having a degree will make a
successful life; however, without the proper preparations of life
experiences all the studies will be for nothing. There are also
those that do not have a degree but have all the other qualities a
company wants, and they are very happy and successful in life.
Being able to read and follow directions is important, but it
does not hold the key to success. If one wants to be successful
one must have other qualities too. Ambition, drive, intelligence,
and the ability to overcome obstacles along with having the
degree, will give the individual the tools needed to properly
achieve one’s goals and success.
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Willy Loman as a
Victim of History
BY KARISSA
CHASTAIN

Composition and Rhetoric II, ENGL. 1302: Literary
analysis is an examination of what a writer says;
literary criticism renders a judgment about whether
what a writer says is worth saying. Karissa’s
essay is an example of literary analysis, but as it is
about a classic American play whose signiﬁcance
is established, it may also be regarded as literary
criticism. What makes Death of a Salesman a classic
tragedy is its sense of history, that is, its placement
of Willy Loman in the moral void encountered as the
concern for dependencies in an agrarian age giving
way to the belief in the expendability of the individual
in a machine age. Students were asked to write an
essay that locates Willy in history, in the dynamic
interplay between public and private life. It is difﬁcult
for a writer to convey psychohistorical dimensions of
character, but Karissa does just that in her essay on
Willy Loman. She gives us the sense that Willy would
have loved better if only he had not been a victim of
family dissolution, his own insecurity, and twentieth
century materialism.
Oscar Salinas

Arthur Miller’s Death of a Salesman focuses on a misguided
salesman, Willy Loman, who faithfully, though unsuccessfully,
struggled to achieve a distorted version of the American Dream.
Willy, like much of the population at that time, dreamed of
success and admiration from others. In his struggles to reach
the top of the ladder, Willy failed to live up to his own corrupted
expectations. Though he was a loving father and husband, he
was not the highly respected and well-liked salesman that he
blindly set out to be. In the end, Willy took his own life in an
effort to pass something on to his children. Willy was not only a
victim of his own failures but a victim of circumstance.
Nineteenth century America was characterized predominantly
by small town farm life. Parents stayed home with their
children to work the farms and teach their children the skills
and strong work ethic they would need in order to one day
take over the family farm or establish their own. These skills
were necessary life skills at that time. Fathers taught their sons
farming, blacksmithing, and carpentry so that they would be
able to provide for their families as adults. Mothers taught their
WRITING ACROSS THE CURRICULUM
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daughters harvesting, sewing, cooking, and parenting skills that
they would need to nurture their own children one day. During
Willy Loman’s childhood, Americans were transitioning from
that small town farm life to a more modern urban life. Willy’s
father wanted to be part of this new culture, so he became a
ﬂute maker and salesman. As a salesman and businessman,
Willy’s father was not home to teach his children the skills that
past generations learned. Children of this modern urban culture
were farmed off to schools to receive their life lessons and skills
from teachers rather than their parents. These children never
experienced a true sense of family or strong work ethic because
their fathers were not present much of the time. In effect, they
were not quite as emotionally sure of the value of discipline
because they did not get to work side by side with their elders.
Lacking the guidance of his father, Willy missed out on the life
lessons only a father can teach. Willy’s father did not leave him
a legacy or a sense of family. Willy never experienced a close,
loving family. He does not remember much about his father
except that his father was a salesman. Willy also wanted to
become a salesman because they are well liked by other people.
More than anything, he sought adoration from others rather than
from himself. Willy was convinced to become a salesman not by
his father, but by a tale about a highly respected salesman who
died at the age of eighty-four. Hundreds of fellow salesmen and
buyers attended his funeral out of affection for the man. Willy
wanted to be highly adored and respected by other people just
as the old salesman was. Willy was truly seeking the attention
that his father deprived him of as a child. To make up for that,
Willy believed he needed to be liked and respected by other
people. He never set out to develop his own talents because
that childhood drive for attention told him that he had to be liked
above all.
Though Willy was a good salesman at one time, he never
became a great salesman. Though he had the potential, Willy
lost touch with his once ﬂourishing personality and charm.
There is plenty of evidence throughout the play that Willy was
a truly special and talented man. Above all, he loved his family.
He strove to give them everything he thought they needed by
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hard work as a salesman. Willy’s mistress chose to be with him
because she loved his personality though she could have had
plenty of other more successful men. Similarly, his wife stayed
with him and demonstrated overwhelming love and support
through bad times. She raised his children practically singlehandedly. Willy appreciated the beauty in the world, and he
often spoke of beautiful things with great passion. Willy built a
new living room ceiling all on his own and criticized his neighbor
Charley because he was not capable of such workmanship.
Willy was good with his hands and had the potential to be a
great carpenter, but he was so consumed by the drive to be well
liked that he never developed any of his potential or talents. He
believed that the only way he would be well liked and the only
way he could pass on a legacy to his children was to be a great
salesman.
Rather than ﬁnding his true happiness and true self, in the
end, Willy became his father. He set out to be an honored and
respected salesman with adoring friends and buyers, but he
could not live up to the dream. When Willy realized that he
would never be able to accomplish the dream that he held on to
so desperately, he began to break down mentally. Throughout
the entire play, Willy relived the past through daydreams. His
delusions were a glimpse of what events led up to his present
state of mind. The conﬂict in Willy’s mind caused many
contradictions in his life, especially in the way he raised his
children. He was understandably an angry and misguided man.
Though he loved his wife and children, he continuously yelled at
and belittled them. That is how Willy boosted his own conﬁdence
and self worth.
Willy desperately wanted his oldest son, Biff, to be well liked.
He encouraged his son’s popularity over intelligence. Biff never
ﬁnished high school and ended up at one point in prison for
theft. Biff stole things because he never learned proper social
skills or discipline from his father. He stole for the thrill of getting
back at someone, and he stole for the attention. Willy’s youngest
son, Happy, wanted to be a successful salesman like his father,
but he too was lacking in necessary social skills and discipline.
He lied to everyone about his meager position in a department
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store, and he lied to women to fulﬁll his need to conquer them.
Happy was determined to capture his father’s attention, but
Willy focused most of his attention on Biff. He never properly
disciplined his children because he did not know how or what to
teach them. Willy’s children were caught in his own vicious cycle
of needing attention and approval.
In the end, Willy’s mind was so tortured that he chose to take
his own life. In doing so, he believed Biff would be able to better
himself by use of Willy’s life insurance money. He thought by
leaving Biff money, he was leaving some sort of legacy for Biff.
Unfortunately, Willy was to blame for his own unhappiness and
despair. He not only ruined his own life but the lives of his wife
and children. Willy’s relentless struggle to reach his distorted
view of the American Dream only led to a dysfunctional family
and his own suicide.
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The Continuing
Legacy of Frederick
Douglass’ Narrative
BY LADA NATHAN

Lada Nathan’s research paper for English 2327,
American Literature: The Colonial Period to the Civil
War, successfully argues for the seminal importance
of Frederick Douglass’ Narrative in the abolitionist
literature of the 19th century. Lada’s command and
integration of the critical literature is exceptional.
In clear and compelling language she illustrates
how Douglass’ rhetorical and narrative techniques
document the slaveholders’ dehumanization
practices in order to justify their inhuman treatment
of their slaves. Moreover, the essay shows how
education became Douglass’ best weapon against
the erroneous racial assumptions of the slaveholders.
The Narrative becomes the best proof that blacks
were capable of the intelligence denied them by
whites. Another important contribution of Douglass’
personal history is that it stimulated a heated debate
about race, slavery, and abolition, a debate that is
one of the most important discourses of the 19th
century and a precursor to the long history of the civil
rights movement.
Romana Cortese

Frederick Douglass, also known as Frederic Augustus
W. Bailey, was born into slavery sometime in 1818 in Talbot
County, Maryland. After his escape from slavery in 1838, he was
persuaded to “consecrate his time and talents to the promotion
of the anti-slavery enterprise,” and using his extraordinary oratory
skills he became one of the most respected speechmakers and
social activists of the 19th century (Garrison 2034). Since the
publication of his autobiography in 1845, Narrative of the Life of
Frederick Douglass, an American Slave, Written by Himself has
become one of the most famous and widely respected slave
narratives of its time. Today, many critics consider his work “a
masterpiece of personal autobiography and documentation of
American slavery” (Rothenberg 1). Frederick Douglass uses the
Narrative as a tool to protest against the institution of slavery
and the assumption that Blacks are an inferior race, enabling
him to become one of the most important activists for human
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rights and equality.
To disgust the reader, Douglass uses detailed descriptions of
the brutal beatings and cruel punishments to which the slaves
were exposed. He describes many occasions when slaves were
beaten and even killed by the slaveholders and the overseers.
Douglass depicts the constant use of fear in which slaves were
kept to prevent them from initiating any form of resistance. He
states, “Killing a slave, or any colored person, in Talbot County,
Maryland, is not treated as a crime, either by the courts or the
community” (2050). Douglass and others use their experiences
to argue for human rights, criticizing the society that allows such
crimes to go unpunished. “Is it possible for the human mind to
conceive of a more horrible state of society?” (Garrison 2037).
Doreen Piano rightly notes that “African Americans, especially in
the South, had little or no legal representation or standing that
could protect them from physical harm or provide them access
to legal action” (1).
To excuse his fellow-slaves’ ignorance Douglass points out
how slaveholders kept their slaves in total dependence unaware
of their human identity. He describes that slaves were fed in
a trough like pigs to keep them at that level. There are no real
records of slave birth certiﬁcates or any other information that
would acknowledge a slave’s human identity. “Throughout the
Narrative Douglass brings to light a number of ways in which
slaveholders withheld information from slaves in order to keep
them from having a basic understanding of themselves as human
beings” (Piano 2). Douglass recalls that he does not “remember
to have ever met a slave who could tell of his birthday” (2040).
Just like other animals, slaves were just counted and added to
the number of the life-stock a farmer owned. One of the most
graphic episodes Douglass offers as evidence of the inhumane
treatment is his recollection of the “property evaluation” after the
death of his master, Captain Anthony. “Men and women, old and
young, married and single, were ranked with horses, sheep, and
swine…all holding the same rank in the scale of being” (2059).
VOLUME III: FALL 2007
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Bruce Franklin analyzes Douglass’ continuous reference to
the fact that slaves were assumed to be on the same level as
animals because of a scientiﬁc theory that emerged in America in
the 1830’s which viewed Blacks “as beings half way, or even less
than half way, between animals and white people” (5). Douglass
himself describes several instances when he felt less than an
animal. James Levernier reasons that “the separation of families,
a total disregard on the part of slave owners and overseers for
the human rights of their slaves, and brutal beatings meant to
dehumanize the slaves and rob them of their personal identities
and dignity” (1).
Douglass argues that the slaveholders were aware of the
humanity of their slaves and took these extraordinary measures
to dehumanize them in order to keep them in obedience and
submission. Plantation owners lived in constant worry about their
own safety in case of a slave uprising and were insecure about
losing their property and their way of life. He describes instances
when the masters “sent in spies among their slaves, to ascertain
their views and feelings in regard to their conditions,” suggesting
that such techniques and continuous fear the slaveholders lived
in took its toll on their humanity as well (2048). Ephraim Peabody,
a prominent Unitarian minister in Boston, observes the effects
of slavery on the white owners in their character calling those
effects “necessary evils of this mournful institution” (2). Peabody
believed that the continuous inﬂuence of slavery, the domination
and selﬁshness makes the slave owners harsh and cruel. John
Secora feels that by reporting these episodes, Douglass reveals
more than just his owner’s “self-deception.” Secora suggests
that the slaveholders tried to control slaves’ language, but
instead the slaves learned to use the “proper words” (telling the
masters what they wanted to hear) so the “slaveholder could
keep his self-esteem intact” (119).
In another instance, Douglass traces the transformation
of his mistress Sophia Auld, who used to be “a woman of the
kindest heart and ﬁnest feelings” into a slaveholder (2053). “In
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order to become ‘equal to the task of treating me as though I
were a brute,’ she must be transformed from being a ‘tenderhearted women’ to a creature of ‘tiger-like ﬁerceness’”
(Franklin 10). Secora sees Mrs. Sophie as being corrupted by
“the exercise of petty power” over Douglass. He believes that
through this experience Douglass gains “his penultimate lesson
of the perversions of slavery” (119). However, Douglass shows
some understanding of Mrs. Sophie for “she at ﬁrst lacked the
depravity indispensable to shutting me up in material darkness”
(2053). This becomes typical of Douglass as his strong sense
of empathy ﬁnds its way into his story. There are numbers of
occasions when Douglass makes excuses for the acts of his
masters or explains the motives of people that harmed him.
According to a literary critic Margaret Fuller, this gives Douglass’
story credibility and sincerity (86).
Another strong argument that serves Douglass in gaining
support for the abolition of slavery is his depiction of the
treatment of female slaves. Margaret Fuller was “unspeakably
affected” by the fact “that [Douglass] never saw his mother
at all by day light,” because children were usually taken away
from their biological mothers to be raised by elder women (86).
“She was with me in the night. She would lie down with me,
and get me to sleep, but long before I waked she was gone”
(Douglass 2040). Further, he describes instances when the
female slaves became targets of their masters’ sexual desires,
making their “wicked desires proﬁtable as well as pleasurable,”
because as he states, “slaveholders have ordained, and by law
established, that the children of slave women shall in all cases
follow the condition of their mothers” (2041). By doing this, the
master is not only satisfying his own sexual needs, but he also
is increasing his own life-stock. Ephraim Peabody wrote that he
is “forcibly struck with the peculiar hardship to which the female
slave is subjected” (3).
During his career, Douglass faced many challenges in order
to convince the northerners that Blacks were capable of
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learning. He found out very early in his life that education is the
way to freedom, and as Doreen Piano indicates, “it is through
illiteracy that white southerners maintain their power over
African Americans” (2). Many critics believe that this was one
of the reasons why Douglass wrote his autobiography himself.
There have been other slave narratives published during this
time, but Douglass’ was the ﬁrst that was written by the slave
himself, without the assistance of an editor or ghostwriter. “Mr.
Douglass has very properly chosen to write his own Narrative, in
his own style, and according to the best of his ability, rather than
to employ some one else” (Garrison 2035). According to James
Levernier, this allowed Douglass to “remain true to the facts of
his experience, and those facts themselves provide a relentless
condemnation of slavery and its supporters” (1).
Through reading, Douglass discovers the rights and freedoms
of which he is being deprived, and as Rothenberg believes,
thanks to education, Douglass realizes “in a very humanistic
way that he should not have to suffer in his life” (2). Douglass
persuades the reader that through extremely hard work and
harsh conditions, a man can be transformed into a slave. But
through education a slave can be transformed into a human
being. However, he acknowledges that education is only the ﬁrst
step on the way to liberation. In order to become a man, he also
has to learn to ﬁght back and stand up for himself, instead of
being passive (Rothenberg 5).
Douglass stands up to Mr. Covey, the slave breaker, and in
a ﬁght for his life and dignity also gains “a sense of my own
manhood” (Douglass 2072). Douglass calls this incident “the
turning-point” of his life. “I now resolved that, however long I
might remain a slave in form, the day had passed forever when I
could be a slave in fact” (2072). Many critics believe this chapter
is the most famous and most important chapter in Douglass’
book and his transformation, leaving a lasting legacy for African
American suffrage.
To be reborn as a human being, to shed his animal
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identity imposed upon him by the white man, this Black
slave must commit the most forbidden crime of all: he
must strike the white man who oppresses him. Not to
understand the meaning of this is to fail to comprehend
not only Douglass’ Narrative but the historical epoch we
ourselves live in, an epoch characterized by the anticolonial struggles of the non-white peoples of the world.
(Franklin 12-13)
After his successful escape and after joining forces with the
Northern abolition movement, Douglass uses his personal
experience to ﬁght the widely spread perception that Blacks
are an inferior race. Douglass becomes a living example that
Blacks are capable of learning and can be sophisticated. “His
famous line ‘You have seen how a man was made a slave; you
shall see how a slave was made a man’ counters the prevailing
argument of the day that slaves were not humans” (Piano 1).
The ﬁght with Mr. Covey enables Douglass to demonstrate his
human feelings and thus prove that he is, in fact, a human being.
He presents his own success in learning and freeing himself
as an example to all slaves. Through his speeches, journal
articles, and his autobiographies, Douglass convinces ignorant
Northern audiences that African Americans are an equal race,
and it is the institution of slavery that corrupts one’s body and
mind. “The readers can discover that all their book knowledge
and philosophical consciousness would not serve to distinguish
them from animals if they were suddenly plunged into plantation
slavery” (Franklin 11).
Many of Douglass’s early critics believed that it is his
extraordinary oratory skill for which he will be remembered.
When he ﬁrst became involved in public denunciation of slavery
under the inﬂuence of Garrison and other white abolitionists,
people were amazed how articulate and intellectually mature this
young, just-freed-slave was. The Herald of Freedom’s journalist,
Nathaniel Rogers praised Douglass’s performance and admired
his “power of debate” (119). “His voice is highly melodious and
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rich, and his enunciation quite elegant, and yet he has been but
two or three years out of the house of bondage” (Rogers 120).
According to James M. Gregory, Douglass’s speeches “touch
the hearts of his hearers” and he compared Douglass’s rhetorical
capabilities to some of the most famous orators of this time,
such as William J. Fox of England, or the founder and leader of
the Whig Party, Henry Clay (126). However, some argued that
Douglass’s more memorable and inspiring speeches were the
early, spontaneous ones. They observed a decline in the quality
of Douglass’s speeches as he became more involved in the
anti-slavery movement and started to prepare his addresses.
“Mr. Douglass, as an extemporaneous speaker, was much more
impressive than he has been since he began to write out his
speeches and deliver them from manuscript…” (Gregory 126).
Still some didn’t appreciate Douglass’s support of
emancipation, especially his association with the radical
abolitionists Garrison and Phillips. In her review of the Narrative,
Margaret Fuller recognizes the book as “an excellent piece of
writing. . .” that “…disputes the prejudice,” but sees Douglass’s
friendship with Garrison and Phillips as potentially harmful to the
cause, mainly because of their involvement in “violent invective
and denunciation” (86). Similarly, Ephraim Peabody notices
the inﬂuence of “his associates at the North” on his speeches,
instigating him to make “severe judgments,” “one-sided
statements,” and “sweeping denunciations” that can lead to a
“distrust of his real earnestness” (88). Also his “white blood”
gave leverage to his opponents to argue against the proposed
equality of African Americans and their ability to learn and
function in the White society. John Herbert Nelson expressed his
belief that Douglass’s intellectual ability is primarily the result of
his “white man’s will” and “his Anglo-Saxon mental constitution”
(127).
Nevertheless, Douglass spends the rest of his life ﬁghting
prejudice and speaking up for his fellow slaves, gaining
support for the abolition of slavery. To succeed in his purpose
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of emancipation and advancement of civil rights, he published
the “increasingly unspoken weekly newspaper The North Star,
later as Frederic Douglass’ Weekly and Monthly” (Baym 2031).
He was praised for his bravery to go public with his life, and
many later African American leaders recognized his importance
in ﬁghting the institution of slavery calling him the “champion of
human rights” (Baym 2032).
In his Narrative, Frederic Douglass targets several important
issues involving the inhumanity and cruelty of slavery, leaving
behind a legacy of tolerance and a call for equality. He doesn’t
criticize only the cruelty of physical punishments, but also the
effects of deprivation of basic human needs such as food and
clothing, and most importantly the total disregard of human
rights, which dehumanizes the slaves as well as the slaveholders.
Doreen Piano calls his book “a testament not only to the horrors
of slavery but to the power of the human spirit to transcend
odds” (1). Douglass takes the reader through his transformation
from a slave into a free man, and the reader must admire
Douglass’ perseverance and amazing intellect that enabled
him to write such an exceptional book only seven years after
he broke free. He is proof that Blacks are just as intellectually
capable as anybody else. His ﬁrst autobiography sold some
30,000 copies in the ﬁrst ﬁve years and with his other books,
journal essays and speeches condemning slavery, Douglass
became one of the most recognized Black Representatives until
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr (Baym, 2032).
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PERSONAL ESSAY
Composition and Rhetoric I, ENGL. 1301: Sarah’s
assignment was to write about a personal experience
that dramatically altered her life, whether for the
better or the worse, or describe that experience’s
impact on her life. In “Pain and Suffering,” Sarah
describes how chronic, debilitating headaches have
affected her physical and spiritual life. While at ﬁrst
angry and cantankerous over her seemingly incurable
pain, Sarah eventually came to accept its presence in
her life in an unusual and inspiring manner. Her take
on the terms “pain and suffering” illuminates one’s
entire perspective on life and on those two words,
which we tend to underestimate.
Lisa Loderhose

Pain and Suﬀering
BY SARAH R. CREWS

No life can be lived without pain. It’s experienced every day,
both physical and emotional, and when our pain stops the
memory of it gets pushed to the side and forgotten about. No
one likes to remember how something has hurt us, but when
pain is forgotten about the lesson that we could have learned
from it is forgotten too. The only way to learn from pain is to
accept it instead of suffer from it. Suffering from pain will teach
us nothing but anger and resentment. The way to learn and
grow from pain is to get over the anger and resentment and to
acknowledge its purpose in our lives.
At fourteen, I was an ordinary, carefree child. I never had
thoughts or worries about the future and what life would deal me.
The only thoughts that skipped around my head were of school
and friends. That changed in late August of 2003. I woke up one
morning and I felt a dull pain throbbing in the front of my head. I
didn’t think much of it, I had always gotten headaches from time
to time and they would always go away. Like this one did, before
school started that day, but each day after that I kept waking up
to the same headache. Each day it would last a little longer than
the day before, so instead of the headache going away before
school started it began to last until school ended. Then the day
came when my headache wouldn’t go away. I started taking
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Tylenol because it helped to dampen the pain, but after using it
every day for several months it stopped working. My body had
become indifferent to it, and then the pain got worse. It spread
like ﬁngers from my forehead to every inch of my head. It just
sat there day after day, week after week squeezing on my brain.
I tried to forget about how much it hurt, but I couldn’t. It made
me frustrated and irritable. I withdrew myself from all my once
loved social activities: shopping at the mall with friends, playing
volleyball, golf, and basketball. I became a slave to my pain. I
would only do the things it allowed me to do. I eventually lost all
my friends because of my quick temper. I stopped talking to my
parents by isolated myself in my room. I spent all my days alone
with a constant prayer to God in my head asking Him to take the
pain away.
A year went by and the pain didn’t waver or stop. My mother
didn’t know what to do with me. The sweet, vivacious daughter
she once knew had turned into an angry stranger. So she took
me to my pediatrician who diagnosed my condition as chronic
tension headache. Which is just a long, cumbersome name for a
headache that never stops. The doctor had not seen or treated
this type of headache before. She referred my mother and me to
a neurologist to see if something could be done. As it turned out
the neurologist was as bafﬂed on how to treat the condition as
the pediatrician was.
The neurologist explained that the supposed cause of
tension headaches is constricted blood vessels in the brain.
The constriction of the vessels makes the blood force its way
through the vessels, instead of ﬂowing gently through them. The
constant force that the blood has to push causes throbbing and
pain in the head. The neurologist then said, “What exactly cause
the blood vessel to constrict, no one knows.” The only thing he
could do was experiment on me with different medications. In
a span of six months I had switched medications at least seven
times. When one drug failed he would prescribe another. Not
one of the drugs alleviated my headache. The only thing the
medications did was cause side effects. The most common
side effect I had was dizziness. While on a strong epileptic
medication, a drug that is used to stop seizures, I experienced
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the most severe of my side effects. It caused me to nearly black
out every time I stood up from sitting down. That side effect
produced as much grief as the pain from my headaches did.
After taking all of these drugs I started to feel like a rat being
experimented on in a lab. Relief was not attained through
the neurologist’s treatment, so I stopped seeing him. When
I stopped seeing him, I realized this afﬂiction may not ever go
away. Nothing had worked to help me and I had to accept that I
might suffer for the rest of my life. I could barely wrap my aching
brain around the fact that I wouldn’t ever be “normal” again.
It made me feel like giving up. I couldn’t think of anything but
myself. I didn’t see how much I could learn from my pain and
how truly blessed I was to have suffered. The only thing I could
think was “Why did this happen to me?”
From the time the headaches started my mother had always
said, “God does not give a person more pain than they can
handle.” When she ﬁrst said that, I didn’t believe her. But, now
no words since that time have had a more profound effect on
my outlook of life. I accepted that I could not change anything
about the way I felt. The only thing I could do was change how
I perceived it. I choose to believe that I was given this pain for
a reason. It wasn’t some arbitrary thing that happened to me,
I choose to believe God was trying to show me how strong I
really am. Which is the greatest lesson I have ever learned, how
strong I am. This pain was a gift and not a punishment.
Accepting the pain instead of resenting it has brought about
an innate sweetness in me. I am no longer angry or resentful
about my afﬂiction. Without it I would not be who I am today. I
am kind, empathetic, and compassionate to everyone, especially
those who are in pain, whether physical or mental.
I still experience chronic pain, but I no longer suffer from it. I
have accepted it, and all the changes that it brought. It’s true I
will not ever be “normal” again because I still have chronic pain,
but I do not suffer from it anymore. I embrace it, and embracing
it allows me to be sensitive to others and how they suffer.
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My First Day of
Kindergarten
BY LISI MAUCH

Grammar and Writing IV, ENG 0324: Paragraphs
that are descriptive in nature allow the reader to
take in a precise visual landscape as presented by
the writer. The words which the writer utilizes are
of great importance. The best of these descriptive
paragraphs not only paints a vivid picture for the
reader, but also tells a story with a distinctive voice
that will emotionally affect the reader. In a class
dealing with English as a Second Language, such
paragraphs challenge the writer to dig into their bag
of already accumulated vocabulary, and, if they are
truly enthusiastic, to grab dictionaries and thesauri
off the shelves and delve into creative research.
Not only is Lisi’s recollection of her ﬁrst day of
kindergarten descriptive, but her voice is expertly,
if accidentally used, as that child of yesteryear, with
innocent thoughts and observations and child-like
whimsy. In other words, Lisi the child, not Lisi the
student of English 0324, is telling the story. Plus, it
has an ending that will melt your heart!
Roland Cirilo

It was one morning in 1976 when my mother woke me up for
the ﬁrst time at 6:30 am. I had had trouble falling asleep that
night. I kept wondering how my classmates and my Tante (Tante
means “aunt” in German, but this is what we called our teacher
in Kindergarten) would be. I had cold chocolate milk with
delicious cookies for breakfast and then my mother and I walked
to the station to take the train to school. It was a beautiful day.
I looked at the blue sky out the window of the train. Red and
black birds followed us when the train started to move. A few
minutes later, we were standing in front of a huge building. I
knew it was the school. It was surrounded by beautiful, blooming
trees. I was amazed at the important experience that I was
living. In fact, I was shaking from head to foot and my hands
were wet because of my nerves. Suddenly a nice woman with
blue eyes and a big smile came to me and said, “Hi, my name
is Tante Tita. Nice to meet you, Lisi! Welcome to Hölters-Simon
Kindergarten! Come with me.” Slowly my mother let go of my
hand and I knew deep inside that ﬁnally this was the moment
to say bye to her. Inside the classroom I saw a large room with
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small desks, different toys and games, and walls and windows
decorated with many colored papers. There were other kids who
seemed to be nervous and amazed like me. Suddenly, my entire
body froze when a boy started shouting. He was terriﬁed when
his mom tried to leave the room! He cried and shouted and had
a scared look on his face. Despite the situation, everything was
ﬁne. We played a lot, we met each other, ate some cookies that
Tante Tita had baked herself and at the end of the class, she
gave each of us a box with many candies and a little piece of
paper that said, “Let me play with you, I’m sure that we can be
good friends.” It was these words that helped me lose the fear
of being far from home.
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Diﬀerent Child
Learning Styles
BY REBECCA
ARIZMENDI

This essay was written in my 0326 Pre-composition
and Rhetoric class, which is the last ESL writing
class which non-native speakers take before
going on to English 1301. The assignment was
to write a classiﬁcation essay. Writing such an
essay requires the writer to divide members of a
group into categories according to some principle
of classiﬁcation. There are numerous principles of
classiﬁcation for most topics. For her classiﬁcation
essay, Rebecca relied on her experience of teaching
young children and chose to write about the different
learning styles of children. She classiﬁed them as
either visual, verbal or active learners, gave a good
deﬁnition of what each type was, and suggested
methods of teaching that work well for each type.
Renee La Rue

Although some adults remember their elementary school
classes as a wonderful experience, others prefer to forget
those terrible days in their lives. What they do not know is that
teachers and their methods are often responsible for making an
elementary student’s learning successful or not. It is necessary
to understand that every human being is an individual which
means that he or she has unique characteristics. This is the
main reason why some children are more active than others, and
some can pay attention for longer periods of time. Specialists
support the idea that children learn according to the way their
brain works. Every child develops a particular style to perceive
and understand the world that is around him. As a result, we can
ﬁnd visual, verbal, and active learners in the classroom.
The ﬁrst type of learner mainly uses his vision to get and
memorize important information. They have the special ability
to carefully perceive all the elements and backgrounds of their
visual space and information is processed and retained as
mental images. These children need to have eye contact with
their teachers so they should be seated in front of the class. It
is a good idea that teachers give information by using pictures,
diagrams and demonstrations. They can encourage children
to analyze and interpret visual images in order to get a main
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concept or idea. Visual learners also can be asked to design
posters, collages, comic strips or any other kind of graphic
support to explain what they have learned.
The second type of learner uses his special ability to use
words and language to grasp knowledge. These children like
not only hearing their teachers’ speech, but also enjoy talking
about the subject and giving their own explanations to others. In
order to get verbal learners’ attention teachers have to become
storytellers. Because their voice is the main tool, they should
learn to modulate the tone and to control the speed and volume.
However, since these children love talking and have the ability to
memorize large amounts of information, they have to be given
time and space to express what they have learned not in class
only but in their ordinary life, also.
The last type is the active learners, which are also called
kinesthetic. For traditional teachers students who ﬁt in this
group are the hardest to work with because they do not pay
attention for long periods and are easily distracted. The main
interest of these children is to explore the world. Teachers
can use children’s active curiosity to lead them to understand
processes and rediscover knowledge. Active learners enjoy
moving, touching and building because they have a good
sense of balance and coordination.That is why experimentation,
acting and hand building are the perfect activities to make these
children remember information.
Since children deserve to have the best learning opportunities,
teachers have a responsibility to improve their methods.
They need to know the students who are in front of them and
determine what style of learning each one has. Only then
they will choose activities which really lead children to grasp
knowledge so that when they become adults, they will have
good elementary school memories, and for sure they will be
successful professionals.
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My Philosophy of
Education

In EDUC 1301, Introduction to the Teaching
Profession, students (pre-service teachers) are
asked to write a philosophy of education. This
essay is the result of our studies on the history of
education in America, the branches of philosophy,
educational psychology, and learning theories and
processes. After analyzing philosophies of educators
and educational institutions throughout history, the
pre-service teacher focuses on developing his/her
own philosophy of education. In doing so, s/he is
asked to consider ﬁrst his/her role as a teacher
in the classroom—is it best to run a class that is
teacher-centered or student-centered? Then s/he
thinks about the role of the student in the learning
process and how s/he feels the student learns best.
Lastly to be considered is what should be taught—
should curriculum include moral education, the
classical subjects, ﬁne arts, sexual education, etc.?
In developing one’s own philosophy of education,
the pre-service teacher is able to approach future
coursework in education and a career in teaching
with a foundation built on his/her belief system.

BY MARYLINE
CARRE RODRIGUEZ

Christie Smith

My philosophy of education is a student-centered one. I like
to think of students as independent learners and critical thinkers
and I like to see the teacher as a guide. However, my experience
as a student has always been with my teachers as models of
authority and expertise, but not models of morality; still I believe
that I have become an independent learner and a critical thinker,
without having my teachers serving as my guides.
I do not believe in a school system that only works for
the elite, or in a school system being a “sorting machine.”
In my philosophy of education, I would incorporate Social
Reconstructionism and Progressivism. I trust that children learn
best when:
•
•
•
•
•
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and social issues
• They can continue their learning experience outside school
• The parents are involved in the process of learning
• They receive positive reinforcement
As a teacher, I would be cautious when imposing moral and
aesthetic values on the students. A lot of values are linked to
culture; everyone is entitled to his own culture. However, I would
deﬁnitively promote respect, kindness, and empathy. I would try
to discipline with love, and always aim at consistency. I believe
that teaching self-responsibility for our own acts is extremely
important, and a basic tool to form responsible citizens.
Whenever possible, I would use deductive reasoning as it makes
the student more of a participant in the learning process. I would
prepare kids with the attitude and skills to learn from and be
of service to others. I would teach history by questioning what
happened and explore other outcomes.
I sympathize with Kurt Hahn’s1 analysis of the six declines
of Modern Youth and I would keep it in mind in my role as an
educator at school and at home. He lists the Six Declines of
Modern Youth as:
1. Decline of Fitness due to modern methods of locomotion
[moving about]
2. Decline of Initiative and Enterprise due to the widespread
disease of spectatoritis
3.Decline of Memory and Imagination due to the confused
restlessness of modern life
4.Decline of Skill and Care due to the weakened tradition of
craftsmanship
5.Decline of Self-discipline due to the ever-present availability
of stimulants and tranquilizers
And worst of all:
6.Decline of due to the unseemly haste with which modern
life is conducted. Kurt Hahn also believed that the only way
to win a young was to tell him that he was needed.
In conclusion, I believe that education is a work in progress.
Only experience, hard work, constant re-assessments, and
1Kurt Hahn (1876-1974) was a German educator and a key pioneer of Outdoor Education
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some inspiration will help a teacher reach his students and lead
them to success. My philosophy of education therefore is meant
to evolve with time and I am conscious that academic content
taught with rigor and consistency is a key to the equation, in
addition to intellectual concepts.
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IN-CLASS ESSAY EXAM

Narration is an important form of history
writing. People relate to stories. Tiffany Michalik, a
student in my U.S. History 1302 course, sets America
in the international context of the decade prior to the
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941. This was
an in-class essay. The original was hand-written.
When Tiffany got her essay she sat down. On a
piece of paper, in no particular order, she began to
empty her mind of everything she knew: people,
dates, facts, concepts, and connections. She
composed from her list, crossing out items as she
took them in the order she wanted. Tiffany wrote
about 40 minutes. Her opening paragraph makes
a good “thesis” statement--the point the rest of her
paper demonstrates through the telling of the story.
Craig Livingston

American
Isolationism
and Roosevelt’s
Interventionism
BY TIFFANY
MICHALIK

During the 1930s, the United States adopted a policy of
isolationism. However, as the nation divided into interventionists
and isolationists, an interventionist leaning Franklin D. Roosevelt
began to gently nudge the United States into the war.
In 1931, the United States separated itself from the rest of
the world and its troubles. The Great Depression had forced
the country to turn inward, focusing on domestic ills instead of
expensive foreign entanglements. For example, when Japan
seized Manchuria and created a puppet state, the U.S. adopted
a policy of “non-recognition” and the League of Nations
condemned Japan’s behavior. Both of these actions, however,
were not backed with military force. The U.S. also adopted a
policy of “non-involvement” towards the civil war in Spain, in
which Hitler and Mussolini had offered aid to the fascist leader
Francisco Franco, who wanted to overthrow Spain’s republican
government.
In addition, Congress enacted neutrality legislation to cut
by one half the growth of ﬁnancial connections to nations at
war. The Neutrality Acts, for example, prevented the U.S. from
selling arms to belligerents, extending them loans, or allowing
Americans to sail on ships of warring nations.
Americans were reluctant to go to war because of leftover
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resentment from American involvement in World War I. They
felt that Woodrow Wilson had manipulated the country into
a war that was not in the nation’s best interest. Americans
greatly feared being manipulated by so called “merchants of
death.” Popular anti-war movies also inﬂuenced public opinion.
They portrayed the conﬂict as a selﬁsh power game played by
businessmen and governmental elites who used appeals to
nationalism to convince people to serve in the military.
Despite America’s reluctance, an interventionist Roosevelt
began nudging the nation towards war. He convinced congress
to broaden the “cash-and-carry” provision of the Neutrality Acts
to allow the U.S. to sell arms to belligerents who could pay
immediately with cash and carry the material on their own ships.
The U.S also began directly supplying war material to Great
Britain, deeply angering isolationists. Roosevelt also convinced
congress to pass the “lend-lease” act, in which the U.S. would
now loan instead of sell munitions to the Allies. Roosevelt
also made the “destroyers-for-bases deal” with Great Britain.
The United States gave Great Britain ﬁfty naval destroyers
in exchange for the U.S. right to build eight bases in British
territory.
After the fall of France in 1940, Roosevelt felt that isolationism
would no longer be an option. In response, congress passed the
Selective Service and Training Act, the ﬁrst peacetime draft in
the nation’s history. Three hundred thousand national guardsmen
and 600,000 regular army draftees were called up. Finally, at the
Placentia Bay conference in August 1941, Franklin D. Roosevelt
and Winston Churchill met to work towards a formal wartime
alliance. The Atlantic Charter was also proclaimed there which
called for an end to imperialism and free trade to all nations
among other things.
Roosevelt seemed determined to instigate a reason for the
United States to go to war, but Germany stopped attacking and
sinking American ships in the Atlantic. The reason to declare
war, however, was provided by Japan when they attacked Pearl
Harbor on December 7, 1941.
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PROJECT REPORT

ENGR 1305: Foundations of Engineering II. An
engineering project typically requires a large
investment of time and energy to understand the
problem, consider solutions, and to develop the
best solution. Our progress in engineering has
come mostly from the lessons we have learned
previously. Since today’s engineers can learn
from the experiences of the past, we can develop
new and better technology. When a professional
paper is presented introducing a particular project,
engineers in that ﬁeld eagerly attend to the facts in
hope of learning something that will aid in their own
work. Students in Foundations of Engineering are
required to build and program Lego robots that will
clear debris from a course. As part of the project,
they must also compose a paper that gives advice to
next year’s class. In the following paper, the “Lego
Smashers” team has provided a future team with a
thorough discussion of their successes and failures,
and they have given some ideas as to how another
group might approach the project.
Mike Krall

LEGO® Smashers
BY ANDRE
FERNANDEZ,
DAMON LANDRUM

In this class we have focused on computer programming.
With the ﬁrst several assignments of LEGO® programming we
used graphical object-oriented programming. This allowed us to
“see” our programs in pictures and lines representing the actions
and steps the program would follow. For the competition robots
we are using object code much like C, the language we have
used to write our computer programming assignments. The
purpose of the robot competitions is to incorporate our skills
in programming with our skills in problem solving to build and
program a working robot that can complete various simple
tasks.
Originally our group consisted of Damon and Andres. We
were doing well on the construction and programming of the
robots, dividing the work between the two of us. When groups
were consolidated we received a third group member in Russell.
His arrival coincided with the introduction of NQC (NotQuiteC).
This was a good point to restructure the group as it entailed a
new approach to the programming of the robots. We were able
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have one member writing the programs, one member building
the robot, and the third member collaborating with both. This
allowed two of us to focus on speciﬁc tasks while the other
person functions as an intermediary, also coordinating the
progress of a project.
We have been successful in each of the tasks we have
had to complete, whether it was the introductory tasks or the
competition robot. After encountering problems executing
accurate turns, Andres found a design for a steering mechanism
that we were able to construct. This allowed the robot to
turn much like a car, with the front wheels free to steer. This
solution was implemented during the “carpet cleaner” task, as
the wheels of our previous design were getting bound up on the
mat. In order to turn a ﬁxed-wheel or continuous-track vehicle,
the motors must spin in opposing directions to rotate or “spin”
the vehicle. This requires a large amount of traction and the
force of this maneuver on the driving surface can buckle the mat
underneath the robot. This results in inconsistent turns. It is
very difﬁcult to program a successful course of action for a robot
if it does not always execute the turn as planned.
One early difﬁculty we had was putting our robot back together
after an unidentiﬁed bandit in the science building threw it down
the stairs causing it to break into minuscule pieces. This turned
out to pale in comparison to the restructuring of the competition
robot construction we would later perform. We also had many
difﬁculties in ﬁne-tuning the program to correctly perform the
carpet cleaning task that we were required to complete. One of
these problems was making the robot turn the proper amount of
time in order to execute a 90 degree turn. This seemingly simple
task is complicated by the fact that we must turn the steering
wheels, reverse the vehicle, straighten the wheels and then
proceed. This is much more time consuming to program than
the previous turn sequences which simply ran one side motor
forward and the opposite side in reverse making a stationary
turn. We ran many tests on the carpet cleaning robot in order
to work out the turning radius. Once we achieved satisfactory
results the robot was very efﬁcient in cleaning the balls from the
mat. We would later decide to do away with the turn sequence
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altogether.
We entered the competition phase of the robotics with this
type of program. Unfortunately, we were not as coordinated as
we believed ourselves to be when the ﬁrst round of competition
arrived. The competition consisted of a similar but much
larger mat. This course also had large obstacles and tennis
balls representing boulders. We had built a very complex robot
and tried to write a program around it. The lack of integration
between the program and the robot along with insufﬁcient testing
proved to be our downfall. The ﬁrst attempt resulted in zero
points as we were stopped by a tennis ball after traveling only
1ft. The touch sensors designed to detect immovable obstacles
were too sensitive and would enter a change of course loop after
bumping into this “gaseous boulder.” Needless to say, changes
were in the works.
After a group analysis we devised a course of action and
developed a long term plan to improve the robot. We determined
the touch sensors were unnecessary as the barriers could be
pushed aside with the proper gearing on the motors. We had
changed the gearing in hope of increasing the speed with which
the robot would cover the course. This only served to make
the frail front guard (see photo below) collide much quicker with
obstacles. It also caused the robot to drive straight over the
black lines representing the edge of the course without the light
sensor ever having a chance to pick them up. We constructed
a much sturdier front “rock guard” that would later grow even
further. The touch sensors were quickly removed, and the
program simpliﬁed. This quick troubleshooting was based on
simple observations yet would serve as the basis of extensive
future improvements.
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The steering mechanism is a perfect example of this effort.
We constructed this steering assembly using a third drive motor
and a gear box. The motor drives this box with a pulley, and the
box then drives a rack and pinion steering rack with its output
shaft (see photo below).

Shown below are the modiﬁcations we made to the chassis
of the robot. As mentioned above it was a major redesign.
This was done in order to shorten the wheelbase of the robot
to make tighter turns. The ﬁrst version was incredibly long and
therefore had a comparatively large turning radius. This was
accomplished by placing the steering mechanism underneath
the RCX brick.
The continual development of the steering mechanism
eventually led to smoother function of our turn sequence.
The shorter wheelbase made programming the turns easier
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as there was less
consideration for the
large
displacement
of the robot during
the maneuver. It also
allowed us to randomly
seek the “rocks” on the
competition
course.
A
random
function
was written to turn
the steering wheels to
differing degrees to
give us a continuously
variable rate of turn. In
the middle of the course
while
simultaneously
scanning an optical
input sensor to detect
the black line that demarcates the edge of the course. At times,
during the ﬁnal day of the competition it almost seemed as if
the vehicle was being “driven.” Spectators commented that
the robot appeared to be “hunting” the ping-pong balls that
represent the Martian rocks obstructing our hypothetical landing
zone.
The steering mechanism also allowed us to travel in both
forward and reverse with minimal difﬁculty. We modiﬁed our
rock guard to wrap around the entire perimeter of the robot (see
photo below).
This enabled us to simply
change direction at the edge
of the course.
Instead of
initiating a time consuming
turn sequence as one would
do when driving a car, we
could simply reverse the
direction of the drive motors
and continue clearing the
course. This innovation gave us much more time driving
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across the mat and allowed the random function more time to
accomplish its design goal of sweeping the mat. Before the
ﬁnal round of the competition we added both programming
and hardware that would further increase the effectiveness of
this seemingly “luck of the draw” random program. By adding
a rotation sensor we attained tangible numerical values from
the output shaft of the steering box. These were used as an
indicator of the direction of the steering wheel, negative integers
up to –10 to the right, positive up to 10 to the left. We were
then able to program another function that would straighten out
the wheels by returning them to the zero position of the sensor.
This and other ideas along with our methods of testing and
implementation resulted in a successful design.
We have generally followed the design process throughout the
entirety of the project although not necessarily step-by-step. In
most engineering design projects the majority of the time and
effort in devising a plan is spent on problem identiﬁcation. With
the assignments we were given, the tasks were very clearly
deﬁned and usually required only a small amount of investigation
to determine exactly what needed to be accomplished. This
allowed the group to focus on coming up with preliminary ideas
and trying to make these ideas work.
Once we knew what we were required to do we came up
with many ideas and eventually came to the point where we
had some great designs for all the tasks. This process also
involved reﬁnement and analysis as well. These subsequent
steps were often repeated when it was seen rather quickly if an
idea would work. If a mechanism or section of the program did
not show an improvement in performance after it was reﬁned,
we would consider moving on to another idea. An idea was
quickly discarded if a group analysis came to a consensus that
it showed little promise. The only idea that involved a large
amount of continual modiﬁcation that we stuck with was the
steering mechanism as the beneﬁts of it’s proper function were
well apparent.
The last several steps of decision and implementation were
usually clumped together and done almost simultaneously due
to the nature of the work. Since the project was small scale
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and easily reversible, quick implementation of an idea was not
problematic. LEGO®s are made to assemble and disassemble
rapidly, and it was relatively easy to test an idea or modiﬁcation.
We often had to return to the drawing board and revert to
previous steps of the design process when we encountered
problems. This resulted in great collaboration from the group
members as development had more of a ﬂow to it rather than a
rigid structure.
NQC was much easier to work with because it allowed us to
use our knowledge of programming to come up with detailed
programs instead of having to use pictures to program the
robots. Our knowledge of C makes programming with this
language very intuitive. Layout and planning of the programs
is also more straight-forward as opposed to placing and
moving small picture cubes and making sure all of the lines are
connected (see example below).
EXAMPLE NQC PROGRAM
task main()

(This program will turn the robot 90

{

degrees when it collides with an object)

do

{

SetPower (OUT_A, 5);

(do/while provides inﬁnite loop)

SetPower (OUT_C, 5);

(setting of power for drive motors)

OnFwd (OUT_A);

(both motors are turned on)

OnFwd (OUT_C);
SetSensor (SENSOR_1,SENSOR_TOUCH); (set up for touch
SetSensor (SENSOR_2,SENSOR_TOUCH); sensors, ready to
receive input)
if (SENSOR_1 == 1 || SENSOR_2 == 1)
{

(if loop,

Off (OUT_A+OUT_C);

conditional

OnRev (OUT_A+OUT_C);

statement)

Wait (100);

(if either touch sensor

OnRev (OUT_C);

is triggered, robot reverses,

OnFwd (OUT_A);

spins, and drives off)

Wait (230);}
}

while(1);}

With NQC it is also much easier to see where we made
mistakes and where we needed to ﬁne tune small details. Editing
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is simple with NQC. In ROBOLAB, it is impossible to insert steps
without having to edit the pictorial ﬂow of the LEGO®® program.
In NQC it is a simple task to insert new sections of code and
thus easily modify behavior of the robot. This is done much in
the same manner as editing in a word processor. The text of the
code, which is in English-like statements, simply moves with the
addition or deletion of characters and involves no restructuring
on the part of the user. This as well as the other attributes saved
time in programming the same tasks (see chart below). This
was later beneﬁcial when working with the competition robot as
many revisions were made to the program. We were able to try
many more versions of our program in the amount of time that
we had than we would have been able to with a simpler, higher
language such as ROBOLAB.
As our ﬁrst attempts at the competition show, it deﬁnitely

would help to keep things simple at ﬁrst. Deciding ﬁrst how
you wish the robot to function would have allowed us to follow
sequential steps in building the program as well as designing
the components of the robot. We could have started with a
simple drive across the course and then proceeded to add
turns, random center-section sequences and such. Effective
communication between team members is also very important.
If all team members are not on the same page or not listening
carefully to the ideas of their teammates, progress can become
very slow. Besides this, testing the design is invaluable.
Extensive testing can reveal run-time errors that could sideline
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a robot. These are the lessons learned from experience and
should be heeded.
We enjoyed the robot project because it was a fun break from
the normal stresses of programming. It is a good way to use
the design process and learn how to diagnose and repair many
different kinds of programs. Although we did not achieve the
results we were hoping for in the ﬁnal competition, we feel that
we are champions at heart. We successfully designed and built
a robot that implemented many of our ideas, and we reﬁned
them to the point of near-ﬂawless function. This is a success on
its own, and we are thoroughly pleased with the ﬁnished product
of our group effort.
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Research Blog
BY TEAM THUNDER
(STEVE POREMER &
JAMES HYATT)

ENGR. 1305: Foundations of Engineering II.
Engineers are often assigned to complete long
and complex projects. While working on such a
project, an engineer should keep a log. The log is an
invaluable record of progress, speciﬁc experiments
performed, calculations, and ideas. With a wellkept log, an engineer can perform more efﬁciently
and more accurately respond to requests that come
from customers or management. In this case, the
student engineers were asked to build and program
a Lego robot to clear a course of debris. In their
log (submitted as a blog), “Team Thunder” has
carefully recorded the details of their programming
and building attempts. As a result, they were able to
improve with each robot update, and they ultimately
placed ﬁrst in the competition.
Mike Krall

Te a m T h u n d e r I n t r o d u c t i o n

Today is the ﬁrst day of our blog. We have been building
and programming our robot to perform 5 unique tasks that
will be tested on Monday. It must do the following operations
unassisted:
1.) Travel forward and turn 90 degrees when the touch sensor activates.
2.) Travel for at least one minute with in a black boundary on a white mat.
3.) Travel only on the black boundary of the mat.
4.) Walk ten feet then stop and sing a song.
5.) Travel a course and remove 25 ping pong balls within 2 minutes.

Currently it walks, sings and turns 90 degrees, but we still
have some work to do.
Posted by Team Thunder at 11:31 AM 0 comments

We d n e s d a y, M a r c h 2 1 , 2 0 0 7
First Demonstration

We successfully completed the ﬁve robot challenges. The
ﬁrst four assignments (caged robot, turning robot, singing robot,
path robot) ran with no problems. The carpet cleaner program
required a bit of tweaking - it would get stuck on the edge of the
mat and over steer. We adjusted the timing to correct for this,
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and eventually it ran successfully.
Although our programs ran extremely well, there are still areas
we need to improve on, including making it complete the tasks
faster, cleaning up the source code, and improving consistency.
We are now in the process of rewriting our programs in the
NQC (not quite C) language. Hopefully this will allow us more
control over the robot and ultimately correct the problems
addressed above.
Posted by Team Thunder at 11:35 AM 0 comments

We d n e s d a y, M a r c h 2 8 , 2 0 0 7
NQC robots

Today we worked on the NQC programming for our robots.
Unfortunately the number of groups exceeded the number of
available computers, so we had to improvise. We have been
working on the programs in the ELC trying to get everything
ﬁnished before 3:00. Everyone else will probably be confused
since we ‘borrowed’ the testing mat and brought it over here.
We made a few important discoveries about wheel size and
performance. Some noteworthy items are as follows:
-Larger tires go much faster in a straight line
-Larger tires+short wheelbase= poor turning
-Smaller tires work really well for our path robot

We tested the different options with each wheel combo and
discovered the following on our path robot:
-Front wheel drive is somewhat erratic
-We had similar results with a rear wheel drive setup
-All wheel drive proved smoother and more precise for the tasks

Our analysis is that small tires and all wheel drive is the
most efﬁcient combo for the path robot. We also tested wait
times on the sensors and found a good compromise between
a long and short pause. The shorter the pause, the tighter the
robot turns. This takes a bit longer since the robot is constantly
VOLUME III: FALL 2007
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compensating for the turn. We found that a slightly longer pause
allows the robot to make straighter longer turns which allows for
much faster lap times.
We still have some work to do, but things seem to be ﬂowing
pretty smooth.
Posted by Team Thunder at 11:56 AM 0 comments

Tu e s d a y, A p r i l 1 7 , 2 0 0 7
Competition #1

Today we are preparing our robot for tomorrow’s competition.
Instead of performing several different tasks we will be combining
abilities to perform for a single challenge.
Our robot for Competition #1 will resemble the robot we used
for the carpet cleaner trial. We will need it to remove several
objects from the mat in addition to the ping pong balls. Also,
the mat for this competition is much larger than the previous
ones. (6’X10’). Since the robot will need to turn precisely, we
had to make some changes to the program and to the robot
itself. The robot was originally equipped with the small tires for
the carpet cleaner, but we observed that it was much harder to
turn consistently with this combination. We opted for the tank
treads and all wheel drive for maximum traction. Although it’s
not the fastest system, it is easier to manipulate the program for
consistency.
We also changed from one light sensor to two. When the robot
crosses black, the program is designed that both light sensors
do so at the same time. If both do not cross at the same time,
the robot will self adjust until they cross perpendicularly to the
black line. This is an attempt to keep the robot moving in smooth
straight lines rather than wherever it wants.
We are having some difﬁculty with the sensitivity of other
areas of the mat. The gray areas seem to trigger the sensors as
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black. This is creating a problem since it does it sporadically.
We are also currently experiencing difﬁculties with the use
of two light sensors. Common sense would tell you that the
readings from each sensor would be the same, however that is
not the case. The values from each sensor differ by up to 5 units.
We are currently rewriting the program to correct this.
Posted by Team Thunder at 3:37 PM 0 comments

We d n e s d a y, A p r i l 1 8 , 2 0 0 7
Competition day

Well, we are two hours into our preliminary runs and we still
are not ready to compete. The twin light sensor setup is giving
us some troubles, but James is on top of the matter. We are
having inconsistency issues - the sensor will read a line on one
pass but won’t read the same line on the second.
This is our ﬁrst competition so we would like to do well.
However, our robot deﬁnitely needs some substantial
improvements and competing will help guide us in the right
direction.
First round of the competition netted us 19 points. The robot
went well, but the obstacles proved to be too much for our robot
and threw it off course.
Second round of the competition we increased to 24 points.
We approached the zone 2 from the opposite side in an attempt
to clear the balls ﬁrst then the barricade.
Third run we let the ﬂip of a coin decide our fate. Not such a
good idea. We encountered some strange delay in the middle
of an otherwise perfect run. We discovered that the gears were
slipping off causing a delay in our turns (which ultimately ran
us off the mat). No worries - we will better prepare for the next
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round.
Total score-59 points.
Posted by Team Thunder at 10:51 AM 0 comments

T h u r s d a y, A p r i l 2 6 , 2 0 0 7
2nd competition

Well, we got second place on our robot again. There is no
doubt we would be ﬁrst if we could get our design working
consistently. Strange glitches seem to take away from our
otherwise well written program. The difﬁcult part is that it’s very
random and therefor hard to troubleshoot.
The ﬁrst run we did pretty well. We removed 28 balls but ran
off the mat after the second pass.
The second run was also successful, but we were hung up at
the end.
The third run was similar to the ﬁrst due to a last minute
programming error. We improved over last competition netting
67 points, but we’re still not completely satisﬁed.
Today we are spending the remainder of class cleaning up the
code and ﬁne tuning the robot. Since we did very little to prepare
for the 2nd competition, we will try to make certain that the robot
does better the next time.
So far we have increased the track width and added a
extremely functional spoiler. The increase in track width gives
smoother faster turning. The binding and gear problems appear
to be greatly reduced.
We also cut out a majority of the code that was malfunctioning,
tweaked the light sensors values, and doubled the amount
of correcting the robot does. The robot appears to be more
cooperative.
Posted by Team Thunder at 1:57 PM 0 comments
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We d n e s d a y, M a y 2 , 2 0 0 7
Final Results
1st.

The last round of competition was amazing. We spent several
hours outside of class preparing for it and all the work paid off.
We were so conﬁdent in our robot we built a Lego driver for it.
The ﬁrst round went very well. Although we didn’t completely
clear the mat, we came close and we knew all it would take were
a few minor adjustments (it traveled a little bit too far between
sweeps).
The second round was even better. Our robot performed
exactly like we wanted it to, and would’ve cleared the mat if it
hadn’t ran into an obstacle.
The third round was indescribable. We cleared the obstacles
and swept perfectly. However, due to a bump in the mat there
were a few balls left, so we decided to let the robot keep running.
It got tangled up in an obstacle, but still managed to turn itself
around and make a pass back. It cleared all the remaining balls
except for one, which it wound up knocking back into the middle
(resulting in a loss of points). In an overly dramatic fashion, the
robot turned back around and headed towards the last remaining
ball, which it knocked off the mat with the very tip of it’s arms.
Nerdy rejoicing ensued!
Unfortunately we had to take our robot apart to get it ready
for next years class, but this was probably for the best because
it was so well programmed it most likely would’ve become
sentient and tried to take over the school.
All in all the competition was a lot of work, but we honestly
learned quite a bit preparing for it. (First place and bragging
rights are fairly rewarding too).
Posted by Team Thunder at 12:07 PM 0 comments
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Chinese Landscape
Paintings
BY BRETT GERARD

This sample exempliﬁes the goal of “writing across
the curriculum” in my Humanities 1301 and 1302
classes. The essay shows the professional standards
we reach for in the Humanities. It also explores a
culture and civilization beyond Western tradition.
Dr. Adele Yung, Adjunct, Humanities

Prior to the tenth century, Chinese paintings were
primarily dominated by the presence of the human
ﬁgure. But towards the end of the Tang dynasty, the
paintings of the Chinese, took on a different character.
These new paintings that would dominate the art seen in
China, were known as landscape paintings.
Chinese landscape paintings seem to have risen from
the ashes of the Tang dynasty. “As the Tang dynasty
disintegrated, the concept of withdrawal into the natural
world became a major thematic focus of poets and
painters (“Landscape”). This withdrawal was due to
the chaos of the collapse of the dynasty. The natural
realm of the world was a great escape from the troubles
surrounding the fall of the dynasty. With this jump to
nature, landscape paintings were formed.
Landscape paintings and poems of this time seem
to have shared many ideas. “The literati of Song
China, referred to landscape paintings as wordless
poems and poems as formless paintings” (Fiero 160).
These paintings were very much a wordless, poetic
expression of the artist. The artist painted a scene, not
to show something, but more or less to make someone
contemplate its meaning, mood, or idea. One of the
techniques used by the painter to achieve this was the
shifting of scenery. Instead of putting an obvious focal
point, like the artists of the renaissance, the painter
equally distributed the focus across the foreground,
middle ground, and background. This technique forces
the viewer to focus and reﬂect on the mood of painting
as he or she constantly examines the artwork with their
eyes. This approach to the art by the painter is said to
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take root from the earlier ideas of Confucius, and Buddha (Fiero
160).
The usual layout of this genre of art usually falls into three
categories. One type of layout is the hand scroll, which can
sometimes reach great lengths. These hand scrolls are much
like the artwork on Trajan’s victory column in Rome, for it is one
long continuous piece of art continuing in a sequence of time.
Unlike the victory column in Rome, paintings on hand scrolls
were meant to be unwound, and viewed from right to left. The
landscape painters of tenth century China also used the hanging
scroll template. This layout shows a scene with less width and
more height. This template is usually put to use in scenes with
grand mountains towering in the background. This form, much
like the hand scroll, is opposite of our custom for viewing,
because it was meant to be viewed from the bottom to the top,
or from the earth to the heavens (Fiero 160). The third layout was
that of the album leaf. The album leaf was usually used as a fan;
the paintings on this format were more of a decoration than a
work in its own.
As much as order was an important part of life in China around
the tenth century, it also played a big part in the way landscape
painters produced their scenes. While we think of artwork today
in the western hemisphere as a free expression, the Chinese
continued their tradition of order in society into their paintings.
Order in Chinese paintings was achieved by the unwritten rule
of using speciﬁc brush strokes for certain desired effects. The
painters over time had developed speciﬁc brush strokes for
certain natural objects, and each one of these brush strokes was
given its own individual name.
The preferred medium for Chinese landscape paintings was
ink. Because of this, the majority of these landscape paintings
have little or no color. To achieve different tones with few to
no colors, the ink was either diluted, or the painter used an
ink wash. This use of ink, and few to no colors, also helped
to incorporate the elements of the yin/yang into landscape
paintings. This is so because of the way the ink shows such
contrast between light and dark, positive and negative shapes,
and many more elements of the yin/yang. The painters of these
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works, also primarily produced their pieces on silk. This is not to
say that they did not use paper, it was just not as popular of a
canvas. Also, to achieve the desired effect of setting a mood for
the viewer, more than showing them an image, the artist tried to
use very few strokes of the brush (Fiero 161).
Chinese characters accompany some Chinese landscape
paintings. These characters may be many different things.
Due to the close link between Chinese landscape paintings,
and Chinese poems of the same era, many time the to were
combined onto one piece of work. These poems are usually
placed there to enrich the mood, and to further stimulate the
mind beyond the limits of the painting itself. These characters
may also sometimes be notes from the painter to the viewer.
These remarks by the artist are there for much the same as the
poem, to farther enhance the stimulation of the viewer. These
characters are also often signatures. They are not signatures of
the artist as usually done, but signatures of the former holders,
or owners of the painting.
Many frequent viewers of Chinese landscape paintings will
notice that various artists have recreated many great paintings.
Unlike our important ban on plagiarism today, for the Chinese
artist of the time around the tenth century, the copying of another
work was considered an honor. At the time of these paintings,
it was not so important to be innovative; instead it was more
important to continue, and to follow tradition.
Wo r k s C i t e d
Denny, Ned. “ Taoist Visions.” New Statesman 132.4624 (2003): 42. Academic Search Premier.
Ebsco. Montgomery Coll. Lib., Conroe, TX. 26 Nov. 2006 <http://web.ebscohost.com>
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Macroeconomics Honors Level, ECON.2301. In this
assignment, the student is to prepare a 7-10 page
research paper where she attempts to answer the
question “Should Congress Abolish the Minimum
Wage Law?” There are two basic approaches to
studying and applying economic reasoning. It can
be approached from the normative view, where the
student looks at the topic as “it ought to be,” using
value judgment to formulate the avenue of approach
for ﬁnal assessment. The other style is based on
the positive approach, where the student views
the subject matter as “it is.” With this approach,
the student must rely on facts using the scientiﬁc
approach to formulate a logical hypothesis. Rachel
has chosen to look at both methods in an unbiased
manner to address a critical economic question. The
crux of her quest is not to answer the question, but
rather to understand the difﬁculty in assessing the
matter from both perspective, and how complex
the topic truly is, and why. She has approached
this study by ﬁrst evaluating the chronological order
of the political legislation, and then formulating the
problem we currently face relative to today’s world.

The Case of
Minimum Wage

James Zipperer

BY RACHEL
TALLERINE

Introduction

One of the major issues in the political arena today is whether
minimum wage needs to be increased. However, before it
can be determined whether an increase is necessary, many
questions need to be asked and answered. Questions such as:
What was the original purpose of minimum wage? When was it
implemented? Who works the minimum wage? What would an
increase do? How does it affect our governmental and private
sectors? Where is minimum wage in reference to the wage
equilibrium? What purpose does it serve now?
The First of the Labor Laws

Before answering questions in order to decide on minimum
wage, a brief history must be viewed. In 1888, Congress
established the Bureau of Labor under the U.S. Department
of Interior. In the year 1892, regulations instituted the eighthour workday along with other wage-and-hour standards were
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created for workers. In 1903, the U.S. Department of Commerce
and Labor was enacted, “to foster, promote, and develop the
welfare of the wage earners of the United Sates, to improve
their working conditions, and to advance their opportunities
for proﬁtable employment” (Congressional Digest, 2007).
Thirteen years later, the Owen-King Act was established which
had instilled laws limiting the age of workers to fourteen, and
implemented the eight-hour workday with the forty-eight hour
workweek. Congress passed the ﬁrst minimum wage legislation
in 1918 for women and children in the District of Columbia. In
1931, Congress passed wage standards for federally contracted
employees through the Davis Bacon Act. The acts listed above
are the prelude to the minimum wage, as it is known today.
Minimum wage is the lowest wage an employer can legally pay
an employee for services rendered by an employee. It is difﬁcult
to give an example of who the minimum wage is speciﬁcally
designed for because it is ambiguous and examples show why.
Minimum Wage Workers Today

According to the article “Who is Paid the Minimum wage and
Who Would be Affected by a $1.50 per Hour Increase” written by
D. Mark Wilson on June 28, 2001, 1.6 million workers who earn
minimum wage fall into two separate categories. The categories
are divided into persons under the age of twenty-three and
persons above the age of twenty-three. High school and college
students make up sixty-three percent of those represented
in the under twenty-three-year-old group of persons working
minimum wage. The average family income of these young
workers is $50,500 per year and for the single young worker,
the average income is $11,200 per year. The other half of the
group represented are those above the twenty-three year old
age group, in which, thirty percent did not graduate from high
school and only thirty-six percent hold a high school diploma
(Wilson, 2001). The point of the statistics is to combat the
misconception that all minimum wage workers are sole family
providers. Minimum wage (as it is known now) for all workers
of any race, gender, or age did not completely and permanently
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enter the labor market until 1933.
The 1930s

During the 1930s, a great deal of legislation concerning the
minimum wage was proposed and enacted. The New Deal, the
National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA or NRA), and the Fair
Labor Standards Act (FLSA) are examples of the legislation
that had a direct effect on minimum wage. The 1930s proved
to be some of the most difﬁcult times for all nations on a global
scale. The Great Depression created an environment where jobs
were scarce, money was short, and it was a struggle to survive.
Something had to be done, and fast. The people turned to the
government asking for assistance and answers to correct the
problem. This unique situation set the precedent for today, in
that the people now rely more on the government for assistance
and answers. President Franklin Delano Roosevelt created and
implemented what he called the New Deal. One purpose of the
New Deal was to help alleviate the harsh conditions Americans
succumbed to as a result of the Great Depression. Accreditation
can be given to The New Deal for securing the minimum wage in
1938.
According to Waltman, the purpose of the minimum wage
during this era was that, “A minimum wage was the only practical
way to secure for them anything above a subsistence livelihood.
Morality commanded a decent living for all; practically made the
minimum wage the most workable answer” (Waltman, 2000).
This comment mirrors the thinking of today, as far as, minimum
wage being considered a moral issue. Though this explanation
may have seemed the most workable answer, objections were
still raised. The concerns were no different than the ones seen
today, such as: unemployment, business failures, inﬂation,
increased prices, and relocation of companies. Peter Katel
quoted Anthonio Fiore, ‘“Not only are the undereducated and
those with less experience going to be hurt but also consumers,
because raising prices is the only thing an employer can do to
afford increasing the minimum wage,” says Anthonio Fiore,
labor and human resources policy director at the Ohio Chamber
of Commerce in Columbus’ (Katel, 2005). Waltman also states
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that during this time, espousers of the minimum wage point two
things out. The ﬁrst being, “when workers received a minimum
wage, it implied productive, disciplined work” (Waltman, 2000)
Secondly, “The minimum wage was a way not only to provide a
decent income but also to give a dignity to work; but if workers
did not respond, there would be little sympathy” (Waltman,
2000).
In 1933, Congress passed the National Industrial Recovery Act
(NIRA or NRA), which brought codes before the president which
he would approve giving them the force of the law. A section
of these codes known as the “blanket codes” called for the
payment of minimum wages. The blanket codes were a minimum
wage between twenty and forty cents an hour, a maximum
workweek of thirty-ﬁve to forty hours, and the abolishment of
child labor. The minimum wage ended up being the strongest
force of the NRA, which is the administrative arm of the NIRA.
According to Allan Carlson with the Wall Street Journal, “The
U.S. Supreme Court did strike down the state statutes governing
female and child labor in 1923. But they returned, in different
guise, during the New Deal. National Industrial Recovery Act
codes, for example, frequently set higher wage scales for men
than for women” (Carlson, 1988). However, in 1935 the Supreme
Court determined the NIRA to be unconstitutional for the simple
fact that it delegated legislative powers to the Presidential/
Executive branch.
The next important step for minimum wage was passing
the Fair Labor Standards Act in 1938, which was backed by
President Roosevelt. Allan Carlson also states, “The Fair Labor
Standards Act of 1938, while avoiding a ﬁxed sex differential
for constitutional reasons, informally sustained this form of
coercive traditionalism by empowering the federal government
to set minimum wages keyed in principle to one breadwinning
paycheck” (Carlson, 1988). On March 4th 1937 at the Victory
Dinner Address in Washington DC, President Roosevelt
presented his reasoning and message for this bill stating that one
third of the nations population was, “ill-nourished, ill-clad, and
ill-housed”. The Democratic Party in 2001 wanted to address the
issue of those who today represent the “ill-nourished, ill-clad,
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and ill-housed”.
The “ill-nourished, ill-clad, and ill-house” Represented Today
In 2001, Senator Edward M. Kennedy, a democrat from
Massachusetts, had proposed a bill (S.964) that would increase
the minimum wage by $1.50 within an eighteen-month period.
This proposal by Kennedy was unique in that Congress had
never before raised the minimum over ninety cents an hour
within a two-year period. The Congressional Budget Ofﬁce found
the proposal to be over ﬁve times the rate of inﬂation. In looking
at Kennedy’s proposal in 2001, we ﬁnd evidential residue of
the minimum wage machine that has been building momentum
since the 1930s.
The 1940’s

By the 1940s, the minimum wage was in full force. The
federal government had created more branches to handle the
machine that minimum wage had become. It had been set at
the rate of twenty-ﬁve cents an hour in 1938 to be raised ﬁve
cents every year until it reached a maximum of forty cents in
1945. However, in 1948, President Truman suggested a raise
during his presidential campaign, known as the Taft-Hartley
Act. Within the short term of three weeks, a bill had been sent
to Congress planning to raise the minimum wage to seventyﬁve cents, a raise of thirty-ﬁve cents total. However, the new
minimum wage act did not extend coverage to the agriculture
and retail workers. The administration and enforcement of
this new act was given to the newly created Wage and Hour
Division to handle. According to Waltman, minimum wage is, as,
“administration spokesman said, ‘just another insurance policy
for this country against any depression’” (Waltman, 2000). The
proposition stood and the new minimum wage was passed with
the component “directly essential” in the deﬁnition of the new
minimum wage after a grueling battle within the administration.
In 1995, the administration passes the Unfunded Mandates
Reform Act in which one of the purposes was to strengthen the
partnership between the Federal Government, state, local, and
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tribal governments.
The Governmental and Private Sector

In evaluating the interim ﬁscal years of 2002 to 2006, the
Congressional Budget Ofﬁce estimated that the increase of the
minimum wage would impose a $2.1 billion unfunded mandate
on the state and local governments. According to D. Mark
Wilson, “Much of the higher costs for the local governments will
be borne by taxpayers in small towns and rural communities”
(Wilson, 2001). In addition, the Congressional Budget Ofﬁce
found a $1.5 billion cost to federal taxpayers in the ﬁscal year
of 2002 to 2006 for the welfare to work programs. Within the
private sector, of the same ﬁscal years employers would end up
paying out $30.2 billion. It seems that for businesses increasing
the minimum wage would be more harmful to their agendas than
for the individual person. In reviewing, the fundamental principle
of supply and demand, we see that the supply of workers by
workers goes up and the demand for workers by employers
goes down as the wage goes up. In effect, it costs the economy
thousands of jobs. Not increasing the minimum wage or
abolishing it will in turn allow business to achieve greater
efﬁciency and lower prices. However, stopping such a movement
is impossible according to the principles of economics when
evaluating the ratchet effect. The ratchet effect is simply the idea
that once certain actions have been put into forward motion,
there is no going backwards, the motion can be stopped but not
reversed. It is named ratchet effect after the mechanical tool the
ratchet, which cannot move backwards.
The 1950’s

Minimum wage was in place and nothing could keep it static,
leading legislators to raise the wage for their own reasons.
During Eisenhower’s Administration, he included suggestions of
raising the minimum wage by eighty-ﬁve or ninety cents an hour
and broadening the coverage, in his 1955 State of the Union
Address. Eisenhower received a raise in the minimum wage up
to one dollar an hour. He did not receive a coverage expansion
in which he and his advisor, Mitchell, had discussed. Mitchell,
advised him to accept the amendment to the minimum wage
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and sign the bill. In 1959, Senator John F. Kennedy proposed a
bill that would cover retail workers and raise the minimum wage
to one dollar and twenty-ﬁve cents an hour. Kennedy won a
raise with a slightly revised version of his original proposal. The
revised version exempted small retailers, restaurants, hotels,
and motels from the minimum wage coverage. In order to gain
more coverage, the Education and Labor Committee stated that
minimum wage of one dollar and twenty-ﬁve cents was then
able to be applied to any retail ﬁrm that annually grossed more
than one million dollars. Again, instead of receiving the wage
ﬁrst proposed, a compromise was made. The rate was raised
to $1.15; adding a section of new workers, in which could then
receive the newly established minimum wage.
The 1960’s

By the 1960s, the minimum wage had still not reached 1.25
though it had been attempted several different times. In 1961,
Kennedy asked for a raise to such a particular dollar amount
and sent Congress a bill. After much debate and adjustments,
the minimum wage stood at 1.25 an hour and covered 3.6
million previous uncovered workers. In 1963, Congress brought
in the Equal Pay Act, stating that an employer must not pay
an employee of the opposite gender less than another for the
same job, within the same establishment, with the same skill
requirement. The job status and yearly salary that women
receive now is accredited to this law, which allowed woman to
inﬁltrate the totem pole with a leg in the door. Next up to request
a hike in the minimum wage were the labor leaders during 1966.
They pressured President Johnson to raise the wage to 1.75
and to spread the coverage. The reason was due to the verity
that they felt the administration was moving in the direction of
welfare expenditure policies. However, Johnson was wary of
raising it over 1.40 an hour. Johnson began presenting a plan
that would raise the minimum wage to 1.60 over a twenty-year
period incorporating an extra 8.2 million additional workers. The
additional coverage of workers included agricultural workers and
non-professional public employees. In 1967, the minimum wage
was raised to $1.40 and according to Johnson’s plan it reached
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$1.60 in 1968. In the legislative proposals for continuing to raise
the minimum wage the important factor of wage equilibrium
must be considered.
Minimum Wage and Equilibrium

Questions have been raised as to whether the minimum
wage is even above the wage equilibrium during present day. If
minimum wage is truly below the equilibrium level then increasing
the minimum wage would do very little to the economy. For
reference, the wage equilibrium is when the quantity of labor
supplied and the quantity of labor demanded are equal. When
the minimum wage is imposed as a price ﬂoor above the market
equilibrium, it is seen that the economy will have a surplus of
workers and a shortage of work. Equilibrium is an important
factor to the relation of minimum wage increase.
The 1970’s

The requested raises in the 1970s occurred under Nixon’s
Administration. The legislation for a higher minimum wage came
straight from the democratic leaders on the House Education
and Labor Committee. They introduced legislation in 1971
that would increase the minimum wage to 2.00 and “expand
the law’s application to a signiﬁcant number of previously
uncovered workers: domestic household workers, employees
of federal, state, and local governments; and a handful of
additional agricultural workers” (Waltman, 2000). In the year of
1972, “The House set the minimum wage at $2.30 but agreed
to a pilot program of an 85 percent youth minimum under
certain highly restricted conditions” (Waltman, 2000). Also in
1972, minimum wages were instigated for public and private
schools by Congress. Again, it is seen that the labor leaders
pressure a president to enact a broader minimum wage, when
the president would prefer or suggest only a modest increase.
In 1977, President Carter sent a bill to Congress proposing
for an immediate raise to 2.65. According to Waltman, Carter
also proposed, “indexing any future raises to half the average
manufacturing wage, beginning in 1978” (Waltman, 2000). In
1977, the Federal Minimum Wage Study Commission was
established by congress as an independent study. When the bill
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reached the House ﬂoor, the indexing section was removed and,
as a compromise, the wage was raised to 3.05.
The 1980’s

In 1980, the Federal Minimum Wage Study Commission
reported that 69 percent of all minimum wage workers were
adults over the age of twenty and the remaining 31 percent
were youths aging from sixteen to nineteen. In the start of
1980, the minimum wage was raised to 3.10 then in1982 it was
raised to 3.25. According to Ronald Reagan, “The minimum
wage has caused more misery and unemployment than
anything since the Great Depression.” According to Thomas
Gale Moore with Michigan State University, “Economists
are generally in agreement about these effects on minimum
wage. The disagreement revolves around the magnitude of the
unemployment effect of minimum wages. If a rise in the minimum
wage leads to negligible declines in employment, then the cost
in terms of unemployment may be much less than the gains from
the better-paid labor force. Alternatively, if the unemployment
impact is substantial, or to put it another way, if the demand for
labor is elastic, rises in the minimum wage will lead to reduced
total wages” (Moore, 1971). Reagan made a steadfast stance
in the 1980 campaign. The President reminded the audience of
the stance in 1983 when stating, “A lot of our ills are due to the
minimum wage.” In 1987, supporters of the minimum wage tried
to get the minimum wage increased but could not get enough
votes to pass the proposal. However, such advocates did not
have to wait long.
The 1990’s

In 1991, President George Bush gave consent to a minimum
wage of $4.25 from the minimum wage of $3.80 that was passed
in 1990. Effective in 1996, The Small Business Job Protection
Act increased the minimum wage to a high of $4.75 and in 1997
it increased to $5.15. The wage had not again been raised until
January 2007. “In the second quarter of 1997... nearly 1.5 million
people earned exactly minimum wage, and another 4.9 million
earned between 4.76 and 5.14 an hour. Together this group
made up 5 percent of the total civilian work force and 9 percent
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of workers paid by the hour. It is also approximately 25 out of
every 1,000 Americans” (Waltman, 2000).
The Present Decade

In the past ten years, there has not been a single increase.
Many people are talking about how the minimum wage is
desperate and in need of an increase and how it is the moral
duty of the politicians and the people to make it happen. The
raise that is currently being spoken and considered in legislation
today represents the $7.25 an hour increase. This raise will be
implemented over a twenty-six-month period. The consequences
and beneﬁts must be deeply considered. The prompting of
raising minimum wage for presidents has been made either from
their own initiative or the inﬂuence of others; the others being the
labor leaders, and here have been the few presidents who were
against it all together. Over a seventy-year period, the minimum
wage has gone from twenty-ﬁve cents an hour to seven dollars
and twenty-ﬁve cents an hour.
The Pros and Cons

The important question concerning minimum wage today
is: Should the minimum wage be increased, decreased, or
abolished? There are two sides to every issue. The pros have
four basic arguments. The ﬁrst argument is that if minimum
wage was abolished the teenagers would take jobs out of the
hands of the older, sole family providers, by being willing to work
for a lower wage. Secondly, without the minimum wage, those
providing for families will not be able to afford substantial living.
Thirdly, without the restrictions of minimum wage businesses
will have more power to abuse within the labor market. Lastly,
minimum wage forces businesses to share their wealth with
those who help them obtain it. The cons have numerous points
of arguments but we will only list four major points here. First,
the abolishment of the minimum wage will allow business to run
more efﬁciently with lower prices. Secondly, it forces American
business owners to pay a higher wage, which in turn, increases
the probability that they will outsource jobs to a foreign country
where wages are lower and more affordable. Thirdly, with the
minimum wage in place, small businesses declare bankruptcy
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and they ﬁnd themselves exiting the market. Lastly, according
to the belief of economists, minimum wage costs the economy
thousands of jobs.
The Original Purpose

The original purpose of the minimum wage was to secure the
workers of the 1930s anything above a subsistent livelihood.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt ﬁrst implemented the minimum wage
in 1933 as part the New Deal. The minimum wage workers are
primarily made up of teenagers, college students, part time
workers, workers in training, and a small percentage of family
providers. The minimum wage forces the federal government
to create policies that try to appease both governmental and
private sectors. To some the minimum wage serves as a moral
issue, in regards to helping the poor. To politicians it serves as a
political platform to gain votes. To others the minimum wage is
of no concern and is just “survival-of-the-ﬁttest”.
Conclusion

Before I began this research, my views were conservative,
almost radical. I believed that the minimum wage should not
exist at all according to basic economical principles. As the
research for both arguments extended I began to realize and
understand the points where Keynesianism failed; that being
human nature. I understood how easily businesses could take
advantage of the common worker in order for them to make a
larger bottom line number. Therefore, I have concluded that
the minimum wage is necessary, but only needs to be raised
when supply and demand dictates. I also began to understand
the importance of both the normative and positive analyses.
Normative analysis according to economics is deﬁned as the,
branch of economics that incorporates value judgments about
what the economy should be like or what particular policy
actions should be recommended to achieve a desirable goal. It
also looks at the desirability of certain aspects of the economy
(Thoma, 2005). Normative analysis according to economics is
deﬁned, “the part of economics that focuses on facts and causeand-effect relationships. It includes descriptions, development,
and testing of economics theories. Positive economics avoids
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value judgments. It tries to establish scientiﬁc statements about
economic behavior and deals with what the economy is actually
like” (Thoma, 2005). In order to make an efﬁcient decision on
minimum wage, as complex as it is, is to combine both the
normative and the positive, use both the heart and the mind, and
knowledge gained on the subject.
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GOVT 1302: American Government I. In the paper
students were to be a US Congressional staff writer
for one of three members of Congress: a liberal
named Hybrid Vehicle of Massachusetts, a moderate
named Milquetoast Moderate of Tennessee, and
a conservative named SUV Horsepower of Texas.
They were to write a response from one of the
legislators citing their reactions to Vice President
Gore’s Academy Award-winning documentary, “An
Inconvenient Truth.”
There were a good number of excellent papers
submitted but Ms. Bowen’s paper truly stood out as
the best of the bunch.
Gary Brown

“An Inconvenient
Truth”
BY TONY BOWEN

My Distinguished Representatives:
I stand before you today not only as a member of the United
States House of Representatives but also as a very concerned
citizen of our own nation. I am certain that I speak on behalf of
our fellow Americans when I say that our country is in the grip
of a global warming crisis. Vice-President Al Gore asks in his
documentary, An Inconvenient Truth, “Is it possible we should
prepare against other threats besides terrorists?” The answer is
a deﬁnitive “Yes.” Just as Mr. Gore’s documentary opened my
eyes, I hope to open yours with my presentation.
First and foremost, global warming is no longer just theory
but established fact; it is evident to all of us that the earth’s
temperature is rapidly rising. In 2005, the United States and
Europe experienced a major heat wave. Two hundred cities
and towns in the American West experienced the highest
temperatures in history.
Secondly, ocean temperatures have been increasing, leading
to more storms and tornadoes. In 2005, Japan experienced a
record number of typhoons. Brazilians struggled to cope with
more hurricanes in 2005. I am completely convinced global
warming led to one of the greatest hurricanes in American
history, Hurricane Katrina. As the storm came in contact with
warmer-than-usual water due to global warming, it picked up
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more moisture, causing the storm winds to increase in energy
until Katrina became a category 3 hurricane with a storm surge
of a category 5 hurricane.
Hurricane Katrina transformed one of our most distinctive
cities into a Third-World country right before our eyes. I do
not understand how our country’s leaders could have ignored
all of the warnings. I felt helpless, shocked and speechless as
I watched displaced families forced to leave New Orleans. I
continually asked myself, “How could this have happened in my
own country?”
I ﬁrmly believe that if action is not taken soon, we will continue
to experience terrible catastrophes, including devastation
from many more deadly storms in both the Atlantic and Paciﬁc
Oceans.
According to scientists, we are now witnessing the dire
effects of the melting of the world’s glaciers. The large mass of
ice melting in Western Antarctica is leaving black pools of melt
water, which threatens a worldwide increase in sea levels by
as much as twenty feet. We have already seen the devastating
effects of ﬂooding in Asia, India, and China (Gore).
Ironically enough, global warming not only causes ﬂooding but
its opposite, severe drought. Global warming leads to changing
precipitation patterns as higher temperatures draw moisture out
of the soil in one area and displace it onto other areas. Many
populations, such as the large population that lives on the land
mass surrounding the Himalayas, depend on melt water for both
drinking and farming.
It’s really amazing the number of vehicles Americans put on
the road each year. Americans dump so much carbon dioxide
into the earth’s environment from vehicles and power plants that
we have literally changed the relationship between the earth and
the sun. So much of our CO2 emissions are being absorbed
into the oceans that if we continue at our current rate, we will
increase the saturation of calcium carbonate to levels that will
interfere with the shell production of sea creatures (Gore).
Mr. Gore makes a good case when he expresses his concerns
over the Kyoto Protocol Agreement. In 1997, the Kyoto Protocol
was proposed as a means of voluntarily decreasing carbon
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emissions by the world’s largest polluters. In this agreement,
38 industrialized countries agreed to reduce their emissions
of major greenhouse gases to below 1990 levels. The United
States, Japan, and Canada agreed to a reduction of about 7%
below their 1990 levels by the year 2012 (Rowntree, Lewis, Price,
Wyckoff).
However, the Protocol has faced numerous obstacles since
it was ﬁrst proposed. Although it went into effect in 2005 after
being ratiﬁed by over 100 countries, the United States refused
to sign it. How can the Protocol mitigate the effects of global
warming when the world’s largest polluter refuses to abide by it?
The debate over global warming and the Kyoto Protocol still
remains unresolved. Although the Bush administration has ﬁnally
admitted that global warming is a reality, it has failed to institute
any major policies to prevent the disasters that may await us if
we do not change. The administration fears that restrictions on
atmospheric emissions could harm the U.S. economy (Rowntree,
Lewis, Price, Wyckoff).
Furthermore, global warming, along with the deforestation
and burning of rainforests and other habitats, is causing the loss
of living species at a level comparable to the event that wiped
out the dinosaurs 65 million years ago. That event was believed
to have been caused by a giant asteroid. This time it is not an
asteroid colliding with the earth and wreaking havoc: it is us
(Gore)!
My fellow representatives, the time for action is now! I know
you are asking, “What can we do?” Most importantly, we must
put aside our political differences and make global warming a
top priority. Next, I recommend we work together to devise a
plan to start educating the world one individual at a time, one
family at a time, one community at a time, and one city at a
time. Educational seminars on global warming need to be held
in churches, businesses, bookstores, libraries, cities, schools,
universities, and on television programs to make Americans
more aware of the danger that awaits us if we do nothing.
Above all, it is imperative that we practice more fuel-efﬁcient
driving. The new hybrid cars use efﬁcient gas-electric engines
which can cut their CO2 emissions by 30%. We can prevent
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the emission of thousands of pounds of carbon dioxide into
the atmosphere every year simply by recycling air conditioning
coolants. We all already know that we should drive less and
ride the bus, walk, or ride a bike. If we must drive, we should
consolidate trips and carpool. Finally, we need to avoid building
more fossil-fuel power plants.
In order to achieve these goals, America must step up to the
plate and be the world leader in technology; after all, we are
the world leader in CO2 production. I have absolute conﬁdence
that our fellow citizens will agree that we need to start taking
immediate action to decrease our emissions of carbon dioxide.
Contrary to the beliefs of the Bush Administration, most of the
changes we need to make can provide an abundance of jobs
and help our economy. Consequently, ignoring global warming
until we are in a crisis situation could severely disrupt and
damage our economy.
Thank you my fellow representatives for allowing me to speak
before you today regarding this very important and critical
matter. I will now be happy to answer any questions.
My Opinion

I truly believe that whether we are Democrats or Republicans,
we need to put our differences aside to do our part to slow down
global warming. Our country needs to become more aware of
the threats we face, take warnings by scientists seriously, and
initiate immediate action.
Morally, it is our responsibility to show we have the courage
to be role models for developing nations and future generations
who depend on us for a cleaner and healthier atmosphere. As
Al Gore just stated in his most recent speech “our earth has a
temperature, we need to take it the doctor and take care of it.”
America just needs to do what is right before it is too late.
Wo r k s C i t e d
Gore, Al. “Global Warming.” Al Gore Sounds Global Warming Alert. Natl. Public
Radio. 7 March 2007 http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story/php>.
Rowntree, Les, Martin Lewis, Marie Price, and William Wyckoff. Diversity
Amid Globalization. Pearson Prentice Hall:New Jersey, 2006.
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PERSONAL HISTORY

Life-Span & Human Development, PSYC 2314.
Michael’s demonstrates deep understanding,
maturity and insight in his essay answers to an openbook exam. Professionals in the ﬁeld of psychology
have strict and complex guidelines when writing
research papers, but when writing for non-scientists,
they must be able to communicate in layman’s terms.
Michael shows he has considerable comprehension
of the course material and is elegant in his delivery.
Jill Lukk

Personal History
Paper
BY MICHAEL
HORDAN

Throughout the course of the semester, we have studied
the various stages of human development as it pertains to
the science of psychology. The scientiﬁc study of human
development seeks to understand how and why ALL kinds
of people everywhere in the world change or do not change
from conception to death. From this life span perspective, we
can help to better understand people in totality and how they
react in groups. Since human beings are social creatures,
constantly interacting with the world around them, this would
be a signiﬁcant sociological viewpoint. Equally important, is
the study of the individual in these groups, or the psychological
viewpoint. This perspective takes into account all of the aspects
of an individual’s physical and mental development throughout
the course of their existence. The main goal and relevance to
this ﬁeld of study is simple, to understand others, to understand
humanity, to understand ourselves.
All things only have meaning when placed in context.
Context is the interrelated conditions in which something both
exists and occurs. In short, context is a speciﬁc environment
that takes into account everything. As a whole, context relates to
all ﬁve characteristics of what psychologists term, the life-span
perspective. In terms of this personal history paper, I would like
to organize aspects of my life development so far, with regard
to these ﬁve characteristics: Multidirectional, Multicontextual,
Multicultural, Mulitdisciplinary, and Plasticity. I will now explain
my development with regard to context.
From a Multidirectional aspect, my life has changed and
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developed in every direction, in a non-linear fashion. People,
who I have not seen for a long time, may see me today and
see great changes in me, such as my attitudes, beliefs, or
behaviors. I am not the same person as I was before. I have
had close friends pass away, I have stolen, I have been stolen
from, I created long lasting friendships, I have lost friendships, I
have fallen in love, I have fallen out of love, I have been hired for
jobs I thought I would love and ended up hating, and I have felt
myself capable of great acts of kindness and well as duplicity.
On a daily basis, these changes are inevitable, unexpected, yet
seemingly necessary and inevitable to my own life development.
From a Multicontextual aspect, I have grown up with a
stepfather most of my life, I am an only child, and I haven’t
seen my biological father since I was 6 years old. I was born in
Columbia University Hospital in New York City and I remember
very little of it. I wish I could remember more, but my brain
will not let me! I spent most of my early formative and teen
years growing up in New Jersey. When I was 18 years old,
my family moved to The Woodlands, Texas and I moved off to
college in Salt Lake City, Utah. Sometimes, I still can’t believe
the differences that move made in my life. I am so incredibly
different and that was the most inﬂuential and life-changing
decision I ever made. By the end of college, I could not believe
how far I had come from senior year of high school. It is also
interesting to see how similar, with regard to genetics, I am to
my mother, and how different I am. All of my upbringing from my
stepfather, everything I have learned from him, has been through
environment and context only.
Through a Multicultural aspect, I am simply an American white
male. I come from an upper middle class, educated background.
I realize because of this I am afforded great opportunity that
others might not have to take advantage of. I was raised Roman
Catholic, which is a prominent religion in this country, but I do
not practice. I lived in Europe for half a year, which completely
changed my viewpoints on a lot of the ethnocentric viewpoints
of growing up and living in America. It was nice and refreshing
to be a minority.
From a Multidisciplinary aspect, this is my second time around
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in college. I have taken courses on sociology, psychology,
political science, religion, science, history, etc. I have a
Bachelor’s degree in English and I loved the courses because it
made me a well rounded individual. All of the teachings, facts,
and ideas expressed in these ﬁelds have all informed me about
the various perspectives life and being part of the world can
be measured in, both qualitatively and quantiﬁably. It is fully
understandable how these disciplines can be used to further the
exploration of the human body and mind, and what people are
capable of.
Finally, with regard to Plasticity, I realize for all the changes
and developments I have made, I am still very much my ‘old
self’. If not, I wouldn’t have the same friends or choice in people
I enjoy spending time with, friends, family, etc. As stated in the
book, plasticity is important because it provides hope because
the capacity to change one’s life is always possible. It’s life’s
way of reevaluating who we are, and deciding to continue living
a certain way, or making a change for the better or worse. It
is simply up to us as individuals to try and make the most
advantageous choice to our own life, and the people around us.
In conclusion, all of these characteristics of the life-span
perspective have most certain changed and inﬂuenced my
life. I hope that they have elucidated enough about my own
understanding of my personal development and history with
regard to psychology; as it is obviously difﬁcult to explain every
nuance of change in my life. Overall, I have learned much
through the course; it reafﬁrmed some of my existing notions
and ideas, as well as destroyed and created new ones about my
past, present, and future self.
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Dreams: The
Subconscious’
Desideratum
for Aiding the
Conscious
BY DILLON LUKK

Life-Span & Human Development, PSYC 2314:
Students were asked to read an article of interest
pertaining to psychology and then summarize
the material in 2-3 pages. This is an exceptional
response as Dillon shows an in-depth understanding
of the material, as well as, his personal interest in
the subject matter. Professionals in the ﬁeld of
psychology have strict and complex guidelines
for formatting research papers. When writing for
the general public, scientists must be able to
communicate complicated material in layman’s terms
in a non-condescending fashion so they can connect
with their audience. Dillon is effective and eloquent in
his explanation of the wonderful world of dreams.
Jill Lukk

We as humans are creatures of extreme curiosity, captivated
by the unexplainable aspects of our world, the conundrums
of existence that we are convinced will perpetuate true
understanding. Throughout our history we have pursued these
great mysteries from nearly inﬁnite perspectives, examining
every angle of the enigmatic questions in hopes of ﬁnding some
meaning behind them.
It is human to question, for the mind thinks critically even
without conscious application, and it is human to believe, for
accepting explanations narrows the focus of life. By attempting
to ﬁnd meaning in life, we are making meaning, and for every
great question the human race has provided millions of answers.
The enigmas of life fascinate us, from the most profound
conjectures about our origins and eventual terminus to the
mysteries of present existences.
One of the most mystifying aspects of our lives is dreams;
those unconscious and often unremembered expeditions into
the unknown realms hidden within our own minds. Dreams are
our sojourn from the impossibilities and realism of waking life,
our brief glimpse of the boundless possibilities contained within
our fantastical minds.
While nobody is quite certain what dreams truly are and the
full implications of their immanent meanings, nearly everyone
has their own theories. From Freud’s theory that dreams were
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the subconscious expressing its own repressed wishes to the
idea that dreams are simply the misﬁring of neurons attempting
to make sense of external stimuli as we sleep, the explanations
for their signiﬁcance and importance are almost as wild as the
dreams themselves, and certainly as limitless.
However, there have been extensive studies in the ﬁeld of
dreams that suggest dreams do have signiﬁcant and practical
meanings, though not as grandiose as Freud’s ideas or as
simple as biological miscommunication. Research suggests
that dreams are the body’s way of working through emotional
issues of the day and can actually inﬂuence one’s temperament,
that dreaming is our mind’s natural way of conserving and
remembering new information, and even that, as we sleep, the
brain discards all the excess and unwanted information we
gathered throughout the day so that it no longer occupies our
minds. All of these factors come together to form the bizarre,
fantastical processions that we know as dreams.
So how exactly do these omnibus dreams help to regulate
our emotions? Rosalind Cartwright, Ph.D., the Director of sleep
disorders service and the head of Psychology at Chicago’s
Rush Presbytarian-St. Luke’s Medical Center says they function
almost like an “internal therapist” - they are our body’s natural
way of stabilizing mood and removing negative feelings.
In an observation of sixty “normal” adults and seventy
clinically depressed adults, Cartwright discovered that, among
the normal adults who had experienced an unpleasant day,
dreams were initially negative at the beginning of the night,
yet had progressed into pleasant dreams towards morning.
However, among the clinically depressed adults, dreams began
as bland and quickly shifted into negative. “Normal individuals
wake up in a better mood after a depressing day,” she says in
explanation. “Depressed individuals wake up feeling worse.”
Further, Cartwright also discovered that “a few of the
depressed people showed the opposite pattern. Their dreams
got more positive across the night. And those were the ones
who got over their depression. You could predict it from a
single night of dreaming.” This suggests that dreams have more
inﬂuence upon our emotions and resolving our mind’s dilemmas
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than we yet realize; they are the body’s natural emotional
information processing system.
But if this “internal therapist” is not functioning correctly, take,
for instance, those who suffer from recurrent nightmares, then it
may actually be possible to consciously alter a dream to cease
the recurrence. This is exactly what Tony Zadra, Ph.D., of the
Dream and Nightmare laboratory at the University of Montreal,
did when observing six cases of recurrent nightmares, all of
whom showed signiﬁcant improvement.
The process he used was to take each of the dreamers on
a guided visualization of the nightmare. When they reached a
critical moment, they were asked to visualize something simple,
such as their hands, and then create an alternate, positive ending
for the dream. After this conscious rehearsal, the subjects would
then go to sleep and enter their recurrent dream.
“Some people actually remember to look at their hands at the
right moment, and then become aware that they are dreaming
and that they can consciously carry out their dream differently.
Others don’t remember to look at their hands, but they dream
the new dream they created while awake,” comments Zadra
as he observes the changes reported in the dreamers. “Some
studies show that you can change absolutely anything in the
nightmare, rehearse that change, and the nightmare will get
better.” It’s the change that counts, for it is what dismantles the
illusory negativity of the dream, revealing it to be a manifestation
of emotions that one can then positively alter from there.
As useful as an internal, unconscious regulation of emotions
may be, dreams are also proven to have more practical
applications as well. In 1994, scientists Avi Karni and Dov Sagi
at Israel’s Weitzman Institute found that our ability to learn and
process new information is dependent on REM sleep. They
demonstrated that if someone is trained in a task and allowed a
normal night of sleep, then they will show improvement the next
day. But, if their sleep is interrupted during each REM cycle,
they will not retain the new information.
Before understanding dreams’ effects on memory, one must
know the signiﬁcance of REM sleep. While dreams occur
throughout the night, they are most intense and memorable
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during the REM, or rapid eye movement, phase of sleep, which
occurs about four to six times in a regular night’s sleep. During
REM sleep, the brain is soaked in acetylcholine, which stimulates
the neurons while paralyzing the rest of the body’s muscles’ tone
and tension, thus creating a “paradoxical sleep.”
Expanding upon the discoveries of REM’s affect on memory
by Karni and Sagi, Bob Stickgold went on to show that the
particular cycle of REM sleep which gets interrupted, particularly
those which occur in the last quarter of sleep, is crucial to
cognitive retainment. In an experiment, Stickgold trained 57
individuals in a task involving visual discrimination, then tested
them at three hour intervals the same day or overnight after 13,
16, or 22 hours. He found that the time interval had no inﬂuence
on performance, only the amount of sleep did.
This indicates that it is not only the amount of sleep needed,
but rather the number of certain cycles during a normal rest
period which has a direct impact on memory consolidation. If,
for instance, a person is awakened before the last cycle of REM
sleep, then the brain is unable to correctly retain the memory of
the task.
However, it seems that the amount of slow-wave sleep cycles
in the ﬁrst two hours of sleep has a direct correlation with
memory as well. “We know that levels of acetylcholine are high
in REM sleep and low in slow-wave sleep,” says Stickgold in
explanation. “Perhaps as you cycle from one to the other, you’re
passing information back and forth between different parts of
the brain. It’s as if the brain is holding a conversation with itself
and identifying exactly what it needs to know.”
If dreaming has such a large impact on retaining memory,
then it must have an equally important role in diminishing it.
Our minds are very complex, and most of what we perceive
consciously is integrated into our memory unconsciously, but
there is quite a large portion of information which we gather yet
still do not retain, usually because it is of little relative importance
to our lives.
Stickgold thinks this is but another task that falls down to
dreams and REM sleep; to remove excess, useless information
from the mind as it processes the gathered occurrences of the
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day. “There’s a tendency to have an intrusive replay of novel
experiences when you go to sleep,” states Stickgold, “especially
ones that involve the vestibular system of the brain, which plays
a role in balance. If I fall asleep, go through one REM cycle, and
wake two hours later, the feeling is gone. I can’t reproduce it.
Something has happened to that memory in those two hours.”
The intrusive, garbage information gathered by the mind while
conscious seem to be ﬁltered out during dreams.
For further evidence, Stickgold observed people playing
Tetris, commenting that people would often remark after playing
for an extended period of time that they could still the see the
small, colorful blocks ﬂoating down, as if they were still playing
the game. “It’s gone the next day. Something in your brain in
that ﬁrst two hours has taken a memory that at sleep onset is
incredibly intrusive and altered it so that it no longer behaves
that way.” Dreams, it seems, are the result of the mind ﬁltering
through the day’s sensory perception, attempting to make sense
out of the pieces of information that it disposes and retains by
formulating illusory experiences around them.
Furthermore, in 1983, Nobelist Francis Crick, of the Salk
Institute of La Jolla, hypothesized that the brain is actually
“reverse learning” during dreams, and, rather than simply
discarding unwanted information, is cleansing the neurons of
extra stimuli. “We dream to forget,” he said, though he later
altered his hypothesis to say that we dream to reduce fantasy
and obsession, that dreaming is our mind’s way of focusing on
unconscious desires that would otherwise needlessly intrude on
conscious life.
As many scientiﬁc discoveries that there are concerning the
purpose of dreams, it seems we are still no closer to actually
understanding them. We know that dreams are important in
regulating and repairing mood, retaining important information,
and discarding extra stimuli or indulging the mind’s unconscious
desires, but these facts barely explain the true nature of dreams.
Are they simply the mind attempting to make sense of these
subconscious processes as it performs them? Is dreaming,
then, nothing but the fantastical fabrications of internal
information being stored, disposed, or regulated by the mind?
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Perhaps that is all dreams are, but perhaps scientists have only
discovered the purpose of dreams rather than the knowledge of
them, and we as a race are only beginning to emerge from our
own hypnotic slumber and recognize the full importance of that
unconscious realm contained within us all.
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Origins and
Characters of
Temperments
BY TARYNE
MELOFSKY

Life-Span & Human Development, PSYC 2314:
Taryne’s eloquent answers to open-book exam
essay show deep understanding, maturity and
insight. Professionals in the ﬁeld of psychology
have strict and complex guidelines when writing
research papers, but when writing for non-scientists,
they must be able to communicate their knowledge
in simple, but elegant terms. Taryne shows she can
communicate her exceptional comprehension of the
course material effectively and passionately.
Jill Lukk

Discuss the origins and characteristics of different
temperaments.

The origin of temperaments is believed to be a genetic
predisposition within an infant that is developed by nurture
through their social environment. Temperament is deﬁned
by Rothbart and Bates as, “constitutionally based individual
differences” in emotions, activity, and self-control. (pg. 174)
Although temperamental traits are not learned, culture and
child rearing practices can have an effect on temperament
development. This need of parental adjustment for infant
temperament is described in a concept called goodness to ﬁt
which enables development to proceed well. (pg. 177) Research
on temperaments has found that the ﬁrst days and months of
an infant’s life differ in the following nine characteristics. The
ﬁrst is an infant’s activity level: some babies move around a lot
and others have a natural tendency to remain in one place. The
second characteristic is an infant’s rhythmicity: some babies
eat, sleep and defecate on a schedule almost from birth, and
other infants are completely irregular. The third characteristic
is adaptability: some babies adjust quickly and happily to new
experiences, others do not. The fourth characteristic is intensity
of reaction: some babies are physically passionate when they
laugh or cry on a consistent basis, where as others merely smile
of whimper consistently. The ﬁfth characteristic is approachwithdraw: some babies delight in every new situation, and others
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withdraw from every new situation. The sixth characteristic is
threshold of responsiveness: some babies have a sense of every
sight, sound and touch and then also react to it, whereas other
babies seem completely unaware. The seventh characteristic
within an infant is the quality of mood: some babies are
consistently happy, smiling at everything and everyone,
whereas others are always irritable. The eighth characteristic is
distractibility: some babies may be distracted from any object or
situation that was holding their attention, whereas other babies
are completely focused and unable to be sidetracked. The last
and ﬁnal ninth characteristic of infants is their attention span;
an easy way to describe this in a child is seeing how long they
play with one toy. Some babies play with one toy for a lengthy
amount of time, and others ﬂit from one thing to another quickly.
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General Psychology, PSYC 2301 – Learning
Application
During the course of the semester, students were
asked to demonstrate deeper understanding of
course material by completing four application
assignments that assess learning and comprehension
by means other than exams. These could be fun and
creative projects or more rigorous demonstrations
of an understanding of the material presented.
Students were asked to share their work in class
with other students. Although given options, such as
ﬁlm reviews, human behavioral observation, media
creation, or auto/other biography, students were
required to take at least two terms from the current
chapters being tested and:
1) Identify (the terms)
2) Deﬁne (in book’s terms and then your own)
3) Apply/connect/further explore (in your own words
and examples)
4) End with a reﬂection over the entire assignment
(was it fun, interesting, educational)

A Brief Overview
of Classical
and Operant
Conditioning
BY EDITH CASSIDY

Miss Cassidy chose a more challenging and intriguing
option which required a more rigorous reading and
understanding of scientiﬁc writing style, which is the
standard set forth by the American Psychological
Association. The challenge is further increased in
the concepts she chose to tackle: classical and
operant conditioning, concepts which are central
to psychology, but often found too confusing to
take on as an application. The current submission
is exemplary in that it demonstrates the critical and
focused thinking skills of analysis, synthesis and
extension of information inherent in the higher levels
of Bloom’s Taxonomy and in the ﬁeld of Psychology.
Mike Devoley

The term/concept classical conditioning.

The book deﬁnes this as a type of learning in which an
organism comes to associate stimuli. Also called Pavlovian
conditioning a neutral stimulus that signals an unconditioned
stimulus (UCS) (Myers, 2005, p.248). My concept of classical
conditioning is something that naturally occurs that triggers an
automatic response. Pavlov’s dogs could hear approaching
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footsteps and immediately it triggered a response of the dogs to
salivate.
The term/concept operant conditioning.

The book deﬁnes this as a type of learning in which behavior is
strengthened if followed by a reinforcer or diminished if followed
by a punisher (Myers, 2005, p.259). My concept of operant
conditioning is a behavior that is acted upon or decreased if
a reward or a punishment would follow the act. My children
started cleaning their room when they knew it would result in an
allowance. My son knows if he talks back there will be negative
consequences and he rarely engages in this behavior for the
outcome that would happen if he did.
Neuroscientists have discovered that neuron B51 has been
crucial in determining the similarities and differences with
mechanisms in classical and operant conditioning. Dopamine
has been proven to reinforce behavior in both classical and
operant conditioning. Researchers at The University of Texas
Medical School conducted an experiment on the Aplysia sea
snails that bite randomly in search of food. Research was
conducted to see what role neuron B51 played in signaling the
reward center of the brain. In classical conditioning the speciﬁc
neuron is active, letting us know the snail has associated an
experience in the stimuli with a reward signal in the animal’s
esophagus. When Pavlov’s dogs had any association with
food they would start salivating thus triggering the neuron
B51 to activate. Dopamine can increase the animal’s sense of
reward and the neuron will change properties just to receive
more dopamine. Dopamine is suspected to also trigger the
reward signal in humans. Studies with rats have proven that
they will press a lever to receive more dopamine. “With operant
conditioning the snails biting increased to get the reward of
the stimuli associated with food” (Brembs, B., Lorenzetti, F.D.,
Reyes, F.D., Baxter, D.A. & Byrne, J.H., Science, 296, 2002). To
ensure that the trained animals were not falsely inﬂuenced from
other sources some of the researchers removed neuron B51 from
the snail’s brain and put the individual cell into culture. When
the neuron B51 received dopamine the cell changed electrical
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property by mimicking the reward it received from biting. This
helped prove the theory that neuron B51 plays an important
role in correlating reward signals when the snails ingested food.
Thus classical conditioning is conﬁrmed. This theory to me
proves why people are addicted to certain things. The gambler
keeps pulling the slot machine because he is waiting on the big
pay-off. The chance to win at the next pull keeps the person
gambling because the reward gives him a rush. The snails kept
biting to receive the reward of food or dopamine they associated
with the reward. These studies are very important and might
shed some light on addictions humans have and become a
way to help. According to neuroscientists, “Monkeys’ behavior
in completing tasks will contain less errors in accordance with
reward expectancy” (296). It is interesting that many animals
can be operant conditioned to behave more productively when
expecting a reward.
Reflection

This was a very interesting learning option using academic
journals. Research has come a long way in trying to understand
classical and operant conditioning and their similarities and
differences. This was a productive assignment to help identify
why we behave the way we do. This assignment helped me
apply the terms with an actual concept of the trained snails
and delve deeper into the different levels of conditioning. Your
learning options are designed to help us critically challenge and
research our beliefs. This was a worthwhile project and should
help the class in their learning abilities of many concepts and
terms we learn in class.
References
Brembs, B., Lorenzetti, F.D., Reyes, F.D., Baxter, D.A., & Byrne, J.H. (2002), Science, 296.
Myers, D. G. (2005). Exploring Psychology. New York: New York.
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RNSG 2536: Nursing IV. As evidence based practice
becomes the standard for all nursing care, our
students are expected to apply research to their
nursing practice upon graduation. Healthy People
2010 is a national health promotion and disease
prevention initiative, it provides a framework for
disease prevention and health promotion for
Americans. It serves as a statement of national
health objectives which are designed to identify
the most signiﬁcant preventable threats to health,
and then establish national goals to reduce these
threats. This assignment challenges students to
apply scholarly literature in order to address one of
the goals identiﬁed in the Healthy People 2010 paper.
Student must assess local needs, and resources,
as they attempt to address the health problems in
their own community. Robin wrote an insightful and
well supported paper, her submission is a wonderful
example to other students.
Licia Clowtis

HEALTHY PEOPLE
2010 INITIATIVE

by Robin
McCleary

Introduction

This research paper will present the goal of adolescent
cigarette smoking reduction as delineated in the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Service’s Initiative, Healthy People 2010
and interventions to achieve the stated objective.
The 2010 Target stated in Section 27 aims to reduce the
percentage of cigarette-smoking adolescents from 35% in 1999
to 16% in 2010, a signiﬁcant decrease (CDC and Prevention;
Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance System, 1991-1999).
The proposed project is entitled Peer Education Network (PEN)
and focuses on shared adolescent developmental characteristics
in both the educator and educated, thereby producing a sense
of solidarity and improving learning receptiveness probability.
Statement of the Problem

According to the American Cancer Society, every day 4,000
teenagers smoke their ﬁrst cigarette. Since the average initial
smoking experience occurs at ages 11-13 and 28.5% of high
school seniors currently smoke cigarettes (Wong’s Essentials of
Pediatric Nursing, Hockenberry, 2005), intervention from nonVOLUME III: FALL 2007
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smoking peers may be beneﬁcial.
Contributing factors to adolescent cigarette smoking are
numerous. Socializing with smoking friends, peer pressure,
wanting to ﬁt in or feel grown up, weight loss (more females),
poor self esteem, living in smoking households, smoking siblings
and succumbing to extraordinary media pressure as illustrated in
movies, music, television, magazines and the internet.
Additionally, economic, educational, cultural and gender status
inﬂuence adolescent cigarette smoking rates. A correlation
between education levels and smoking incidence exists in that
the highest adolescent smoking rates belong to those who did
not complete high school according to Wong’s Essentials of
Pediatric Nursing (Hockenberry, 2005). Although close, males
are more likely to smoke (13%) than females (11%) states the
American Cancer Society (www.cancer.org, 2006). The American
Cancer Society further states that Caucasian students are more
likely than African American, Hispanic or Asian students to
smoke with rates of 25%, 11%, 22% and 11%, respectively
(www.cancer.org, 2006).
Decreased funding impacts tobacco education, as well. “The
Texas 2005-2006 state budget reduced tobacco education
funding from $13 million to only $7 million” states The Texas
Journalist from the School of Journalism of The University of
Texas at Austin (Allison, 2007). This ﬁgure is quite insigniﬁcant
when compared to Texas’ successful $15 billion lawsuit against
tobacco giants Philip Morris and R.J. Reynolds in 2006 (Allison,
2007).
The 1994 Surgeon General’s Report states that adolescents
ages 12-17 that smoked cigarettes in the past 30 days were
signiﬁcantly more likely to use alcohol, marijuana and cocaine.
This indicates that tobacco is a gateway drug leading to high risk
behavior and illegal substance abuse (www.texasstep.txstate.
edu, March 2007).
Ta r g e t P o p u l a t i o n

The target population for PEN are adolescents in the middle
and high school age range of 12-18 years of age. People in this
age range are developing a sense of identity amidst much role
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role confusion according to Erik Erikson’s Psycho Social States
of Development (Videbeck, 2004). They yearn for belonging
and struggle to deﬁne a sense of themselves in multiple roles
including sex, occupation, religion and political beliefs. They
are separating from parental guidance and replacing this with
peer provided approval, learning and acceptance. Persons in
this age range may be considered “risk takers” and have no
cognition of consequences. PEN can assimilate itself and
become an integral component of this target population as their
peers can identify with and be receptive to suggestive, cohesive
and positive reinforcement.
Project Objectives
PEN Objectives

* Assist and support Healthy People 2010 objective to reduce
adolescent cigarette smoking from 1999 rate of 35% to target
2010 rate of 16%
• Expose deceptive youth-oriented tobacco
industry advertising and promotions
• Identify favorable components of being smoke-free
• Develop self-esteem and conﬁdence
• Increase adolescent smoking cessation attempts
• Discourage cigarette smoking
commencement through education
Although PEN’s message foundation consists of non-smoking
peer adolescents, smoking adolescents will not be excluded. As
some smoking adolescents may be considering quitting, united
efforts may prove more successful.
The peer mediated premise of PEN is similar to other
successful adolescent peer empowerment groups, including
Teens Against Tobacco Use (TATU) in West Virginia and
Cornerstone Recovery for adolescent substance abuse in Texas.
Implementation Plan
1. Expand the current Texas Health Education curriculum
to include more in-depth education on the dangers of
cigarette smoking.
Currently, minimal instruction is
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provided and consistent reiteration of material is not
adequately accomplished.
Visual anti-tobacco literature should be displayed prominently
throughout all middle and high schools. Posters that project
clear and simple messages would provide the most impact and
serve to reinforce the teaching curriculum.
2. Establish detailed teaching criteria to include visual
instruction such as posters, pamphlets, ﬁlm media
and power point presentations that correspond to age
appropriately.
Substantial free literature is available
through state tobacco awareness programs, Center
for Disease and Prevention and the American Lung
Association.
3. Contact current successful anti-tobacco peer groups
including Teens Against Tobacco Use (TATE) and RAZE,
both located in West Virginia. Both organizations maintain
detailed websites (www.alawv.org/TATU March 2007)
and include details for establishing teen networks in
alternate geographical locations. For example, the TATE
program includes four phases: Adult Facilitator Training;
Teen Workshops; Teen Teaching and Community Action
(www.alawv.org/TATU, March 2007). All positions are
voluntary and unpaid. Adult training is provided FREE
by the American Lung Association and is comprised of
one seven-hour day. Objectives of Adult Training are
to provide skills, program guidance and certiﬁcation to
recruit teens for the six hours of teen training required for
teaching tobacco prevention (www.alawv.org/TATU, March
2007).
Adult facilitators can provide support and guidance to the
teens while stressing pertinent information such as health hazards
of smoking including tobacco-caused disease processes and
their associated costs and legislative trends supporting smoke
free workplaces and establishments. Adults can educate the
PEN teens to prepare their smoking peers of the social stigmas
of smoking as illustrated by current society’s general disdain and
disrespect of cigarette smokers. Adult facilitators can use their
own personal experiences and offer personal insight regarding
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smelly clothes, hair and breath and less available disposable
income. These teens then “spread the anti-tobacco word” to
younger children, participate in various community settings, and
may also form support groups to encourage smoking cessation
(www.alawv.org/TATU, March 2007).
4. Restrict tobacco company sponsorships and advertising
at community and regional events where children and
young adults are expected attendees. Particular venues
include rodeos, state fairs and sporting events.
Peer mediated groups may communicate more effectively
with other peers than adults.
Adolescents may not realize how cigarette smoking consumes
their lives. They are striving for independence yet faced with
increased self responsibility. They may be unaware how their
smoking affects others and how, as smokers, they are perceived.
Some adolescents may lack assertiveness and are unable to
resist peer pressure. They may be more receptive to a peer
providing information about cigarette smoking and all it brings
including wasted money, legal consequences, clothes and hair
smelling of smoke, unpleasant breath, frequent illness and social
unacceptance. Parents can practice good role modeling and
refrain from smoking or quitting.
According to the Journal of Behavioral Medicine, either active
or former parental smoking status facilitates adolescent smoking
more so than parents that never smoked (Otten, Engels,
deVen, Bricker 2007, Vol. 30, Issue 2). Smoking adolescents
are role models for their younger siblings, as well. According
to Psychology and Health, a Dutch family study concluded that
families with two adolescent children between ages 13 and 17
with the older sibling smoking, the younger sibling was more
likely to smoke one year later (Harakeh, Engels, Vermulst, Vries,
Scholte June 2007, Vol. 22, Issue 3).
Budget

Texas has approximately 1200 school districts statewide.
It is proposed that these 1200 districts be divided into ten
geographical areas. The Texas Education Agency can create a
designated team of ten employees whose purpose is to petition
for available grant money from the Texas Tobacco Prevention
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Fund through the State Comptroller’s Ofﬁce. Each of the ten
employees would act as liaison between school districts and
the Texas Education Agency. The ten employees would work
full time forty hour weeks and should regularly communicate
with each other in order to minimize task repetition and ensure
consistency with anti-tobacco instruction and teaching materials.
Employees shall be knowledgeable of the state budget and
grant application processes. Salary per employee is estimated
at $110,000 per year for a total of $1,100,000.
Results based ﬁnancial incentive rewards could be offered
to existing Texas Health teachers who coordinate and establish
anti-tobacco adolescent peer empowerment groups such as
TATU and RAZE in their schools. As stated before, training is
free from the American Lung Association and these teachers
would act as the adult facilitators. Student involvement could
be motivated by receiving credit for participation and associated
project construction. A recommended $150,000 per year could
be set-aside for disbursements averaging $2,000 per teacher.
Although not included in the PEN proposal, Pediatricians,
Primary Care and Clinic Physicians and staff should always
take an extra minute to counsel ALL adolescents about the
dangers of cigarette smoking. Physician ofﬁces and clinics
maintain inventory of free anti-tobacco literature published by
many agencies and distribution to adolescent patients should be
mandatory.
Approximate total PEN cost:
$1,250,000
Summary of Evaluation Methods/
Outcomes Anticipated

Texas schools should be assessed at year end after plan
implementation to determine effectiveness. Measurable data
includes expanded anti-tobacco curriculum with visible anti
smoking media displayed in schools. Polling students to
inquire about program success and resource access should be
considered achievement of speciﬁc goals. Requesting parental
consent for students to participate in conﬁdential smoking
surveys would contribute to honest responses as student
privacy is protected (Kealy, Ludman, Mann, Marek, Phares,
Riggs, Peterson, Feb 2007, Vol. 9, Issue 2). Newly formed PEN
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chapters in schools is exceptional progress and communicates
a positive message. In order to determine sufﬁcient adolescent
cigarette smoking reduction percentages, collecting longer
term is required. Anticipated outcomes would indicate fewer
adolescents lighting up or discontinuing their cigarette smoking.
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